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Evaluation of industrial and 
infrastructure methodology and 
practical experience 
by T. E. Kuhn* 

INTRODUCTION 

Tiis paper owes much to research carried out by the 
author during l%3— V'HA at The Brookings 

Institution, Washington, I). C, while on lcave-of- 
ahsence from the University of California, Berkeley. 
The work was supported by a generous grant from the 
United States Agency for International Development 
(USAID). Cicli C. Marrai, (irace Finne and Elite Stein- 
berg participated. Wilfred Owen ami F.dwin T. Haefele 
were in charge of the Brookings research programme, 
which entpliasi/ed the role of transport in economic 
dcvclopin nt. The contributions of those mentioned, 
as well as of the USAID ami World Bank officials, 
arc gratefully acknowledged. In accordance with 
ancient tubal customs of the academic community, 
the author gladly accepts full responsibility for all 
shortcomings of the ideas presented here and claims 
no credits. 

FuNUAMKNIAIS ANI» 1)11 INITIONS 

Development planning, with project evaluation as 
an important component, is a scienti lie information 
process that enables executive* to make rational de- 
cisions, that is, informed choices among meaningful 
alternatives. The end purpose is the criicient allocation 
ot scarce resources among competing ends. Develop- 
ment analyses are essentially means-ends comparisons: 
if .1 specific action is taken, a particular result will 
probably follow. The scientific task is confirmation or 
rejection, on the basis of evidence, of various hypo- 
theses that forge logical links between causes and 
effects. Hie causes are the means that can be employed 

* I'inversus  ot I 'aliforuia.  Ilcrkelcv, USA. 

(inputs, resource allocations, costs and actions of various 
types), and the effects are the desired ends (outputs, 
objectives, revenues and results of various types). On 
the basis of this definition, the scope for development 
analysis is indeed great: any action that generates 
recognizable, if not measurable, input and output 
streams can be evaluated. This includes such widely 
diverse projects as expansion of an educational system, 
industrial plant modernization, marketing of tropical 
fruit, eradication of infectious diseases, and rural electri- 
fication.1 

Decision-makers (executives, policy-makers), who- 
ever they may be in a given society, are effectively in 
command of policy instruments (means of action) and 
must articulate and pursue policy objectives (goals of 
action). Analysts (planners, experts, consultants) act as 
advisers to the decision-makers, adopt their viewpoint 
and are bound by their range of ación. This particular 
framework of reference is crucial in project evaluation. 

Of the many theories and hypotheses that the analysts 
could conceivably spin, only those that relate possible 
development actions to desired development objectives 
are of interest. All other relationships enter into the 
analyses as passively endured environmental circum- 
stance's. The potential sua ess or failure of the relevant 
actions is analytically tested with the aiti of »ucccss 
criteria (evaluation standards, decision-making guides). 
The old view, that economic theory by itself could 

• Sec. for example, R. N. McKcan, títxúcmy in Gwemment 
'llunugh Sytu-m Analysis, New York, John Wiley and Sons, 
l*>SH, for a lisi of programmes tarried out by the United States 
Federal (tovemment whit h lend themselves to performance 
budgeting (physical performance cuntrisfcd with money costs) 
and benefit-cost analvsis. 



generate self-evident success indices such as maximiza- 
tion of profit or ot the benefit-cost ratio, begged basic 
questions. Whose profits? Whose costs? What exactly 
is meant by benefits? 1 he newer view is that success 
criteria do not arise out of the thin air of abstract 
reasoning, but are quite dearly derived from the ultimate 
goals that are to be pursued. This view puts great 
emphasis on determination of the objectives in the 
first place. 

It is now also generally recognized that there are 
several species of development objectives, such as 
maximization of national product, buter income distri- 
bution, more employment, education, health, pro- 
motion of national culture, internal and external secur- 
ity, knowledge of the universe, ami so on. Further. 
these objectives are typically incommensurate (possibly 
quantifiable, but no common measure exists). conHictmg 
(attainment of one objective impairs that of the others), 
or complementary (mutually helpful), The old idea in 
economics of a unique optimum based on a single 
maximand or miniinand. such as money income or 
cost, has to be discarded on these grounds alone. More 
promising is the concept of social ami economic achieve- 
ment surfaces that stretch in as many dimensions as 
there are incommensurate objectives. The son ailed 
efficient surface would embody the best possible com- 
promises between conflicting objectives: more health 
versus more mobility; more production versus more 
leisure; and so on. It is clear that only top national 
executive bodies, such as parliament or the cabinet, 
can resolve these crucial issues. Analysts, however, can 
provide most valuable information on trade-tiffs 
between different social anil economic achievements. 
Optimization then has this meaning: a rational com- 
promise among several conflicting objectives on the 
basis of good information. 

For analytical convenience the smallest, discrete unit 
of decision-making that generates both inputs and 
outputs is defined as a project. Physical size and technical 
properties are irrelevant: launching of a SH«i million 
industrial complex or a Siiti» equipment purchase can 
both be regarded as projects. Analyses ami decisions 
themselves consume precious resources, ami therefore 

projects should be of such minimum size that the gains 
from better executive judgement exceed extra costs. 

At the lowest, or microcconomic, level, am'yses 
relate to proposed projects. The information on the 
projects passes fri mi the information suppliers, the analysts. 

to the ifccision-inakin» information users, typically in 
well-documented confidential report form, anil conies 
under the trade names of technical and economic 
feasibility study, benefit-cost analysis, project evaluation. 
pre-investment survey, engineering-economy review 
and the like. The present paper is primarily concerned 
with these basic analytical building blinks. 

At the highest, or macroeeonouiie. level, niiuh 
research goes into the preparation of social .nul economic 
development plans tor entire regions and countries. 
Such plans ideally embrace all projects, branches o( 
activity, sectors and the public as well as the private 
sphere, with the tune horizon tor analysis and action 
programmes extending to at least five seats. As is 

known to those with practical experience in national 
planning, there are difficulties in fitting the individual 
project building blocks into the inacroeconoinic frame- 
work and vice versa. The sequential planning and mutual 
reconciliation of project phases, annual government 
budgets, five-vcar programmes and plans of ten or 
twenty ve.irs' perspective are not easy to accomplish. 

Important ilnnMirrisius <•/ iiViv/iywiei/f iin.il y <i.< 

Several important characteristics common to all 
development studies should be noted at the outset. 
These are discussed below. 

Aciioii otHvlatUw 

The only meaningful test of any proposed means-ends 
chain is practical effectiveness: Will the scheme work as 
specified? Ibis is a most refreshing feature. It quite 
properly forces the analyst to "put up or shut up" m 
his work, lor example, general complaints about the 
alleged inefficiency of gtivcrnniental institutions m 
area A or the supposed laziness and greed of the trade 
unionists in industry I) or the hopeless ignorance of 
management in sector (' are empty talk. Vague dis- 
satisfaction tloes not constitute a legitimate aiialytiia! 
problem, which implies possibilities for remedial 
action. It is the responsibility of the analyst to tonic 
up with definite means-ends recommendations, tor 

instance, administrative reforms in the first case, pro- 
gressive labour incentive schemes in the seiond. and 

a management-training programme in the third. 

'i'ltf inrti for if (oiiiprrliïHsirr sy<tci>h ,ippt<>,nh 

It is very important to consider analytically any 
suitable action, however unorthodox, as long as it 
brings desired results. Here the analyst must have the 
mental agihiv to look beyond Ins own professional 
bailiwick, perhaps by enlisting the support of other 
talent. It has often been found that highway specialists 
come up time and time again with highway construí- 
tinti solutions to the most diverse urban. I<H.itimi and 
transport problems. Likewise, there are cimmmists who 
never progress beyond the incredibly naive "marginal 
tust must equal marginal revenue" answer to all .if 

mankind's ills. 
In project analysis. .1 tmiiprchciisivc systems appm.t« li 

must be adopted, ss 1th the internili again being simply 
the effectiveness of means in relation to ends. I lais the 
raisinu of incomes m  a dctlinitiir tanning  ana.  as a 



specific cm!, may be accomplished in any of the follow- 
ing ways, singly and in combination: new harbour, 
better highways, more truck competition hence lower 
rates, irrigation scheme, co-operative marketing, storage 
and processing arrangements, agricultural credit, direct 
government subsidies, tax concessions, teaching of new 
cultivation methods through extension programmes, 
strengthening of local government and so on. The 
real limitations to action are too often imposed by the 
lack of imagination of decision-makers and analysts and 
not by given natural conditions. Fortunately, the grow- 
ing recognition that many scientific disi iplincs often 
contribute to the solution of real life problems has had 
a liberating effect upon professional thought processes. 

The essentutl elimini of choke 

Choice is absolutely fundamental to project evaluation. 
The presentation to the decision-maker must always 
contain alternatives to various courses of action, all 
designetl to achieve the desired end. among which lie 
can cimose. In fact, a "no alternative" proposal is not 
a reasoned recommendation but an ultimatum. It is 
important to note that the economist, in putting down 
costs, is compelled to consider alternative forms of 
resource commitment, for the true costs of one course 
of action—the opportunity costs—are the benefits 
foregone from the next best course of action. Tradi- 
tionally, the enjoyment one could have obtained from 
many different things in the markt, appraised by the 
price yardstick, is taken as a measure of cost. Thus the 
cost of one dollar simply implies ten newspapers, five 
containers of ice cream, two units of electricity and so 
on. Numerous alternative consumption öfters, made 
under specified competitive conditi ins. are necessary to 
give meaning to the term "cost of one dollar . 

In many situations, especially in the public se .tor and 
in development work, perfect market conditions will 
not apply, and the automatic registration of cost figures 
is not possible. Then the analyst has to generate his 
own opportunity cost estimates, namely, by syntheti- 
cally designing meaningful alternatives. Thus the true 
cost of a social welfare programme, for instance, may 
be the foregoing of a university expansion programme. 
Often the analyst may have to work with several 
economic, financial, social, political and ethical \aluc 
dimensions simultaneously—an intellectually demanding 
feature of modern public-sector studies. 

It is axiomatic that the quality of decisions rises with 
the numi'1"' •'( alternatives that are available to the 
uci¡s¡on-maker. Hut analytical blueprints for choice, 
and even the exercise of choice, cost time and resources. 
The shrewd observation has been made that even use 
of the competitive market is far from costless.- How 

- R. H. loase, "The Nature of the Finn", Economica, New 
Series, Vol. IV (November 1937), pp. 386-405. 

many potential choices are then, in practice, necessary 
to guarantee a good decision? It seems that at least 
three alternatives, including the "do nothing" alterna- 
tive, are the bare minimum for sensible decisions. 
Unfortunately, in field work "take it or leave it" 
proposals that permit no comparisons and give the 
policy-makers no leeway predominate. Analysts may 
think that anything beyond these crude, binary "accept 
or reject" choices is intellectually too strenuous, but in 
fact it is usually possible for analysts to come up with 
a respectable number of alternative solutions, including 
secondary design and location variations. Pierre Massé, 
for example, describes a model for choosing from thir- 
teen different electric power plants—thermal, hydro, 
gas turbine, tidal power etc.—certainly a rich selection.-' 
A development study in which the author participated4 

offered for its main action proposal, a $25 million road 
project, a total of eight alternatives including five 
choices of location and several engineering design and 
construction options. Further subvariations involving 
the time dimension through project postponement or 
advancement are also always possible; options are not 
a scarce commodity in project evaluation. 

Determination of ends, limitations of monetary indices for 

welfare 

What is the end purpose of these elaborate exercises 
in analysis, decision-making and resource commit- 
ment? There is agreement that the exercises must 
somehow result in a recognizable improvement of 
society's well-being, but from that point on the dis- 
cussion proceeds to areas where the issues are not 
clear-cut. What is meant by improvement? Must 
everybody be better off? Can there be some losers, 
provided they arc outweighed by the gainers? Are all 
members of society to be included, no matter what 
their initial status? Must the rich, for example, invariably 
be made richer? And how should welfare be interpreted? 
In the psychic sense? Are psychic sensations measurable? 
And are interpersonal comparisons in this sphere 
possible? 

These formidable questions have agitated many fine 
minds for decades. Originally it was thought that the 
yardstick of money income, for individuals as well as 
for countries, could serve as a proxy for the recording 
of private and social bliss sensations. But then, after 
unsuccessful wanderings through the intellectual maze 
of so-called welfare economics, it was recognized that 
the distribution of income among members of society— 

•' P. Massé, Optimal Investment Decisions: Rules for Action and 
Criteria for Choice, Englcwood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice Hall, 1962. 

* Stanford Research Institute, A Ten-Year Highway Program 
for Honduras, report prepared lor the Government of the Re- 
public of Honduras. Central America, under the auspices of 
the International Development Association, Tegucigalpa, 
Honduras, and Menlo Park, California, 1963. 

6 



and, one may adii, among this generation ami succeed- 

ing ones—definitely required ethical judgements. As 

one writer put it: "It is not enough to find quantitative 

expressions for (economic) policy standards— the stand- 

ards themselves must be ethically attractive."-' As a 

further difficulty, how was account to be taken ot the 

now of bliss and anti-bliss sensations that simply do 

not generate any money price signals in the market? 

What about air pollution, for example? Or leisure? 

Or opportunities for creative activities? Or the supply 

of sunshine and fine beaches? Other technical flaws in 

CINI» and money-income statistics, as standards ot 

international and interpersonal welfare comparisons, 

were noted." 
Today the earlier, heavily money-oriented views 

have largely been abandoned. Those who still cling to 

them may ask themselves whether money income is 

the only or even the most important welfare tactor in 

their lives. Or. to bring international per <<)/>if<i income 

comparisons into perspective, they may estimate how 

much additional income would induce them to move 

permanently from, say, the shores of the Pacific or 

Mediterranean to some northern metropolitan slum set 

among belching smokestacks. 
In recent years much of the intellectual steam has 

gone out of unadulterated "UNI» grow thmanship". The 

modern view still regards money income as an important 

indicator of success but insists that it must be supple- 

mented by many other moral and social criteria. With 

it has come great interest in all the diverse objectives 

society might pursue apart from money-income maxi- 

mization, ranging from the collective wish to extend 

average life expectancy, through the intention to give 

everybody a better education, to the desire to render 

foreign aid to less fortunate people elsewhere. 

it difficult at the outset to formulate goals preeiselv 

without knowledge o\ the potential courses ot action. 

11ère the analyst may become the economic psychiatrist 

of the subconscious collective mind by exposing clearly 

the various tradì-otiv for example, between higher 

money incomes, military preparedness. evlucati.Mi.il 

achievements and social welfare standards. While ti e 

policy decisions are ultimately anchored to deepb 

rooted values of society, the rendering ot scientific 

information as such can be regarded as an unequivocal 

ethical good.7 

To sum up, the purpose ot development planning, 

including project evaluation, is to provale scientific 

information on the effectiveness ot the available means 

of action in relation to stateti ends m a given social- 

institutional environment. This formulation cuts across 

all national and ideological boundaries. To be sine, 

then" can still be honest dirlcrcnccs on development 

objectives. Ihere is scope tor discussion on what 

constitutes a good life in various cultural environments 

"One nun's meat is another man's poison", as tin 

saving goes, and even the dioici ot development 

means—which are essentially alternative ends fore- 

gone—is open to reasonable debate. Hut onci" the means 

and ends are determined, the development analyses 

themselves are quite impartial and neutral. 

I*RA<:TM:AI II-.SSONS I KOM IUNIIAMIMAI IIIIAS 

What are the practical lessons to In- learned from the 

fundamental ideas described above? A developing 

country that wants to invigorate a socially and econom- 

ically backward area may be taken as ,ui illustration, 

first it is important to understand the general setting 

for development planning; determination of the terms 

of reference tor the analysis then follows logically. 

Ctwr/i UStiVIS 

Means-ends comparisons are the essence of project 

research and economic development planning. Mean- 

ingful analyses of this sort simply cannot be undertaken 

by economists and technicians without prior .nstructiom 

on the ultimate objectives that are to be attainetl. 

Properly stated objectives are indispensable for the 

determination of operational goals and constraints, for 

measurement operations (especially on the benefit side) 

and for the application of preference ordering« and 

related decision rules. Decision-makers may otten find 

J D. Braybrookc, "Farewell to the New Welfare Economics", 
The Review of ücotmnc Studie*, Vol. XXII (1954 1955), 
pp. 1H0-193. 

* W. J. Barber, "A Critique ot" Aggregate Accounting 
Concepts in Underdeveloped Areas", Hulktin of the Oxford 
Institute of ¡¡commies and Statistics, Vol. 25, No. 4 
(November 1963). pp. 293— 3<)H; I). Usher, "The Transport 
Bias in Comparisons of National Income", ¡¡comunica. New Series, 
Vol  XXX. No. 118 (May 1963). pp. 140-15«. 

Chief elements of development pLmiittio 

I 'Itinutte objectives 

In the particular example chosen, the ultimate ob- 

jectives would be improvements in the well-being, 

broadly interpreted, of the people living in the area. 

Neither industrialization, transport improvement nor 

increased agricultural output as such are true ends; 

they are merely specific technical means to achieve 

highcr-lc'cl objectives. 

Deósion-makers 

The top executive body of the developing country is 

in charge, but if international assistami is sought for 

the development scheme, other decision-making agencies 

will enter the picture, for example, the United Nations, 

7 C. W. Chun liman. l*redution and Optimal /Mimw /fii/»- 
sophical />«H<- of a Suiti«, of IVi/iif. I n«K'A<M.if ( litis, N. j, 
Prentice Hall. I%1. 



the Organisation tor Economic Co-operation ami 
Development (OECD), the World Hank, foreign aid 
organizations of wealthier countries, or perhaps a 
consortium formed by several of these. Again, both 
public and private interests can participate, for example, 
an entrepreneur willing to start a plant in the area and 
a government industrial development bank ready to 
back him financially, further, several ministries may 
take part in area development decisions, e. g. industry and 
commerce, transport, agriculture, and social services. 
Each nviy luve its particular set of lower-level objec- 
tives that at worst may relate to departmental "empire 
building", that is, maximization of staff, budget alloca- 
tion or prestige for the particular ministry. When 
several decision-makers are involved, it is advisable to 
define the dcvclopm nt objectives clearly at the outset 
and reconcile tlios.- that may be conflicting. 

Analysts 

The analysts can be planners, civil servants, university 
personnel, consultants, scientists and technicians of all 
descriptions. Their functions are best described as those 
of professional problem-solvers and advisers to the 
executives. When distinct project studies are being 
tackled, their duties should be spelled out precisely 
through terms of reference, a task that requires a 
surprising amount of thought. 

The analytical framework 

The true scope of decision-making powers, and 
hence of the analyses, is most conveniently defined 
along these lines: 

(a) (ìeographic and jurisdictiiin.il limitations (the 
country? one region or area? one industry tir 
governili -'it departm. :it?) ; 

(b) In the social-economic dimension, by the group 
of people and economic organizations of con- 
cern (entire community? owners ami manage- 
ment of just one entreprise? all farmers? the 
public sector only?); 

(c) In the tinv dimension, by the intertemporal 
scope of the decision-makers (five years? ten 
years? for the expected life of the present govern- 
ment only? to include just the present genera- 
tion? or future generations as well?). This 
definition alone raises some profound issues;s 

* Many distinguished economists have written on the so- 
called "future generation* problem", income distribution, the 
roles ot interest .nul sonai rates < I'time preference. Among them 
are Sainuelsoti, Abb.i ferner. Koopmans, Myrdal, Marglin, 
Margolis, (¡alciivn, I eibenstein, Tinhergeii, Krutilla, McKcan 
and t Itrshleif cr. I he literature on these subjects is vast, but 
IIOIHHK seriously interested m them should neglect to read 
O. Iikstem. "A Survev of the Theory of Public Expenditure 
Criteria", m I'ublh /mame. .Ve./., Sonne!, ,mj Utilization 
(Universities-N.ition.il Ifurcau Committee for Economic Re- 
search. J. M. Ilu. IMIMII, editor). Princeton. N.J., Princeton Uni- 
versity Press. I«*.I, pp. 4.W -4«)4, and discussion comments, 
pp. -»'»:>   Ô04 

(d) liy the decision-maker's range of action and 
instruments (what are his legal powers? fiscal? 
financial? managerial? regulatory?). 

In this example, as in all development and public- 
sector work, the analytical scope will extend as fir as 
the general public interest does. The boundaries of the 
study will therefore include all economic and social 
groups within the area or country; the time horizon 
will stretch fir into the future; and the arsenal of instru- 
ments for action at the disposal of the decision-makers 
will probably be quite impressive.* 

Sample terms of referente for area development study 

(ìiven this general setting, sensible instructions by 
fictitious decision-makers to the development analysts 
might include the following points (the fictitious 
instructions are in italics, followed by explanatory 
comments). 

The problem 

The Government of Mesalia regards the relatively low 
average standard of living and the poor quility of public 
services in the Aliveri area as an urgent problem. 

Note that factual background material on the problem 
obviously exists, for example: (a) a special study of 
the Aliveri area that caught the Government's attention; 
(b) routine per capita income data, unemployment rates 
and similar statistics on area-by-area basis; and (c) per- 
formance indices tor social services such as number of 
doctors and hospital beds per 100,000 popu ation. kilo- 
metres of paved and gravel roads related to airface area, 
population and motor vehicles. This and other evidence,0 

should immediately be studied by the analysts in order 
to grasp the problems that have to be solved. 

Objective 

The chief objective is, within ten years, to bring livino 
and social service standards in Aliveri up to the national 
level anticipated at that time. 

This statement of objectives provides a great deal of 
analytical guidance: (a) existing social-economic dis- 
parities between Aliveri and the rest of the country 
are mostly quantifiable and largely known; (b) long- 
range projections for the nati -nal economy to 1975 and 
beyond, prepared by tho central planning office, can 

• H. H. Chenery, in an important art.Je, "Development 
Policies and Programmes", lUonomic llulletin for Latin America, 
Vol. Ill, No. I (March 1958), provides a comprehensive inventory 
of contemporary development tools and shows the variables 
that can be controlled by their use. The choice of policy instru- 
ments is generally much greater than is realized. 

10 There is a good discussion of various indices which portray 
"the quality and texture of life as 'end product'" in the book 
by N. S. Buchanan and H. S. Ellis, Approaches to liconomic 
Development, New York, The Twentieth Century Fund, 195.S, 
pp. 5-21. 



be utilized; .nul (c) the gap between likely economic 
and social achievements in the Aliveri area atul in the 
rest ut the country it no special actions are taken 
something that can be researched—defines the magnitude 
ot the desired development task, and the statement that 
the gap should be closed within ten years defines the 
required minimum development speed. Unfortunately, 
such precisely stated policy directives are rarely encount- 
ered in field work. Analytical work suffers when 
executives do not clearlv state what tliev want. 

Means of action 

Any of the policy tools at the disposal of the Government 
of Mestili,! suited for the tosh may he deployed, includino 
direct puhlk investment in industry and infrastructure, as 
well as encouragement of private ¡imitative through tax 
relief and other incentive measures, iarticipatiou of the 
International Consortium Ban h (ICH), under favourable 
loan conditions, will /«• sought. 

This statement is also most instructive. A thorough 
inventory of existing, legitimate policy instruments 
is called for, including a broad review of laws and 
regulations governing private ventures in depressed 
areas (ranging from tax holidays and fast depreciation 
schedule« to low power rates and cheap public land). 
Consultations with the appropriate ministries will 

disclose exactly what they are able to do. Participation 
ot the International Consortium Hank means that, for 
portions of the programme, particular action mois 
and decision criteria have to be taken into account such, 
as: (a) investment in specific projects of a minimum 
size only, following outside feasibility studies carried 
out according to ICH specifications; (h) projects must 

be financially self-supporting, given life-spans and 
interest rates applied by ICH in comparable cases; and 
(c) projects should help the foreign-exchange situation 
of the country, i. e. lead to import substitution or to 
increased export. 

Since tiie government statement dins not exel > le 
other suitable means of action not specifically mentioned, 
the consult, nts ate given an excellent chance to come 
up with some effective recommendations that the 
Government, being concerned with many other things, 
may not have considered. It should be noted that the 
Government obviously desires maximum participation 
of 1CU." The scope for this organization, subject to its 
well-known, specific "rules of the game", should be 
worked out first by the analysts. The remainder of the 
programme would then have to be taken on by do- 
mestic organizations. 

l' Most developing countries have agencies whose thief job 
is to utilise the manifold forms of foreign assistante to the ut- 
most; this is how it should he. 

The study area 

1'ltc study area is dijuted as the Alteen litvti H./MIí. 

delimited by tile sntroundtno watershuls. iield woiL should 

emphasizi this e, ooraphi, area, but transport and lOimnei ial 
intcrchan^is with otlnr ¡huts of the country and tit, outs de 

world if sienijr,aut for so,i<il and economi, developnien 
should also be invi stilali d. 

This statement coin entrâtes the analyst's efforts on a 
limited area without eliminating attention to possibly 
important external economic relationships, hangers m 
field work are: (a) consultants sit m the national capital 
and try to solve specific area problems with the aid oi 

fairly meaning .ss maeroeconoinic statistics; ibi tlicv gel 
so absorbed I y purely local problems that tins lose 
sight ot broader regional and national interactions; and 
(c) although they start ori' with the specific area ot 

interest, under the influence of the ubiquitous "every- 
thing depends on everything else" syndrome, they get 
drawn into ever wider, more complex and expensive 
general research,1- Obviously, a sound compromise has 
to be struck in the study terms of rctcr-ncc between an 
overly inclusive MU\ a too restricted geographic scope. 

The above terms ot relerence. n would stein, define 
the purpose and boundaries of the analytical task foi 
area development very well. Additional instruction 
might relate to study length, deadline for submission of 
final report, tees (it outside consultants are employed) 
and the assistance collaborating government agencies 
can provide. There is no doubt that the initial frame of 
reference, more than anything else, determines the final 
results. 

Sample terms of refermée for industrial project 

Hy way ot contrast to the broad ana development 
problem, instructions for a specific industrial project 
study may now be drawn up. Ihere is no sin".'c-iio.» 
that one type ot problem statement is mmusu dl\ 
superior to the other -it is just that they dillcr in pun* »st- 
and scope. Greatly snnphlied futili ..is sample it tins of 
reference might run something like the following: 

The Mesalia Industrial Development Hank: a joint piibln- 

privale institution, has reieived an applitatiou for fuiantino 
a petrochemical plant at Aliveri. completi with a satis fattory 

analysis of the potential demand lor the produits. 
The general objectives of the hank, as well as the infetta 

applying to projects of this type, are stated in detail m the 

relevant legislation. They include in particular: 

(a)    licouornic and financial viability, tak-ino into auount. 

'- 'transport experts, although starting oil ttoin a small 
problem of unmet ting liighw.ivs, ma\ easilv I«- snltin ! mio 
general «tcvelopiuciit planning work. Ihr, i\ naturi) In i .mu- 
tile interactions between irampor ami tin t• >t.«I r< ononis an 
strong. However, H is mote cllu lent to v.'>rk tlown limn the 
general to the spciitit, or lor the transport min to |oi¡> t < »r< is 
with the other Jevelopment c-toiiotmsf- 



however, general government inducements available 
to all forms of industrial activity; 

(b)   Preference for projects that can he located in depressed 
areas, that will absorb unemployed workers, or that 
will  convey   other   broader  economic   and  social 
beiießts 

Although  the  applicant   has   submitted  fairly  detailed 
technical proposals, possibly desirable modifications in design, 

phasing of construction work, scale of plant and production, 
marketing operations and other relevant ispects of the scheme 

should definitely he  investigated.   The  suggested  Aliveri 
location should also lie examined. 

In   this   instarne   there   are   two   decision-makers: 
(a) the private promoter, who presumably wants to run 
the new plant at a profit (the analysts, as a very first step, 
should consult him and read his proposals carefully); 
(b) the Mesalia Industrial Development Hank, whir* 
scope and interests are wider, but certainly not as 
comprehensive as those of the Government. This is a 
much tighter framework than in the previous case; 
many aspects that are definitely included in the com- 
prehensive area development study are now external and 
hence ignored. The analytical task is correspondingly 
easier and the range of action recommendations more 
restricted. 

It should be noted, how ever, that apart from the fact 
that the application relates to petrochemical production, 
with a product demand study to back up this big first 
decision, all other tcchuica., location and marketing 
choices are left open. This gives the analysts ample 
opportunities tor the presentation of meaningful 
alternatives—the very basis for making optimal 
decisions. 

examples of poorly defined terms of reference 

In past research ami planning work, the author has 
come across numerous terms of reference for inter- 
national project studies that definitely biased the ana- 
lysts' research and findings, to the distinct di< Jvantagc 
of the decision-makers. To cite jus» two glaring 
examples: 

1. A recent case involved the transport problems of 
two areas separateti by a narrow body of water. The 
social and economic usefulness of a link had already been 
established. Sensible instructions to the engineering and 
economic consultants would have been: "Investigate the 
best means of moving people and goods between the 
two areas." Instead, th.- experts were asked to study a 
very specific bridge proposal, thereby needlessly 
excluding ferries, tunnels, causeways or floating 
pontoons. 

2. Instructions for .' port study went something like 
this: 

"Conduct such investigations as may be necessary to 
determine and recommend a technically and economi- 
cally sound long-range port development plan. Con- 

struction recommended for initial implementation 
shall be so planned as to afford a port facility that will 
serve most efficiently and economically present and 
projected future traffic." 

The terms of reference might have been written more 
objectively as follows: 

"Conduct such studies as may be necessary to deter- 
mine whether it is technically and economically sound 
t;> recommend" etc., 

and then conclude with: 
"If construction is not deemed advisable at the present 
time, state what other measures may be initiated so as 
to afford . ..". 

This would at least have left the accept/reject option for 
the port proposal as such, plus a variety of alternatives 
within the port technology. 

Project terms of reference are often too specific and 
practically dictate the solutions: "Determine the econo- 
mic and technical feasibility of a plant at Midcity for the 
production of I million gadgets per annum." The 
consultant naturally finds the gadget project (or road, 
or port, or irrigation scheme) economically and techni- 
cally feasible. The client has obviously already made up 
his mind on the matter and just needs respectable, out- 
side confirmation. Only a consultant of exceptionally 
staunch character, impervious to unpopularity and loss 
of income, will disappoint him. It is illuminating that in 
the entire professional career of the author, he has come 
across just two feasibility studies that did not recom- 
mend the initial proposals they were supposed to test 
rigorously; it so happens that the author had a hand in 
the setting-up of one of these. Although other circum- 
stances are to blame as well, a great part of the trouble is 
probably due to badly defined terms of reference. 

Other studies are unnecessarily vague: "Examine 
economic conditions in the XYZ region." Here the 
decision-makers appear to be vaguely dissatisfied. In all 
likelihood a general f;:-:t-finding expedition by con- 
sultants will be mounted. But unless it is geared to 
distinct possibilities for action, the final report will 
probably contain the usual "further research should be 
undertaken" platitudes. 

In conclusion, one can only urge that great care be 
taken when the all-important frame of reference for 
development studies is set up. If necessary, broadly 
oriented professional help should be enlisted for this 
purpose. The operations research literature, which is 
strong on the subjects of determining true objectives 
and spotting genuine problems, can also be consulted 
with profit. 

METHODOLOGY K>R PROJECT EVALUATION 

Efficient resource allocation is the main theme of 
project evaluation. In the economics literature, seme • «f 
the numerous works on investment theory and capiat 
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budgeting arc particularly relevant,1' but as yet there 
is no agreement on the appropriate methodology. An 
attempt will be made, therefore, to suggest theoretically 
sound procedures capable of practical application, 
without getting drawn into complex abstract debate. 

V.kmaitary notions 

Ail investment analyses, including project studies, 
consist of systematic juxtapositions of properly dated 
input and output scries, as previously defined. The ana- 
lyses arc meant to provide guidance for decision-making 
and are consequently exclusively oriented tovvanls the 
future, for a decision once irrevocably made becomes 
past history—dead, irrelevant and taken as granted for 
the next round of analyses and decisions. As a former 
professor of the author vividly put it: "It is of no econo- 
mie significance whatsoever whether a flat piece of 
ground which lends itself to highway or factory con- 
struction was created yesterday by bulldozers or a 
million years ago by glaciers." Jevon's dictum "bygones 
arc bygones" indeed applies; committed resouues no 
longer represent opportunity costs and should be 
ignored. 

Figure 1 shows an effective way of looking at the past 
and the future, at means and ends, and may serve to 
portray complex economic patterns conveniently. Zero 
defines the analytical starting point: the world around 
taken as given, no fresh resource commitments yet, the 
date set at exactly the contemplated time of action. 

figuri- Í 

BASIC IORTRAYAI SCHI-.MI-: TOR PKOJU r ANAIYMS 

'"'TPUTS 
H»n»l ,*   end. 

»O'tiflliy ^nd'§d •'» onaíyn 

INPUTS 

<Co'.t*r m#a«t! 

Along the horizontal time axis, everything to the left of 
the origin is irrelevant past; to the right, potential future 
events are faithfully recorded. By convention, benefits 
ami costs- measuied in some meaningful way are 
shown upwards and downwards, again starting from 
zero. In the case of predictably repetitious series, the past 
may indeed have a message for the future ami should 
then be included in such a time chart, ligure 2 illustrates 
the graphic portrayal of a complete project life history. 
The literature speaks of benefit-cost profile*, or input- 
output streams, The data can also be recorded in tabular 
form as is shown in table I. 

FijfMf e 2 
CONTINUOUS INHJT AND CONTINUOUS OUTFUT mosuM*. 

TIMI ípíil) THdf íMt»»> 

INPUTS 

V - OUTPUTS 
V« - Continuing «ins (fawnua*, b»n**ts) 
ft - Twminti (ulvaga) value» 

C - INPUTS 
Ci - Initial (capital) costs 
Ci - fostponabl« costs (in stag« construction) 
& * Continuing (mamtenonea, opmaring) costs 
C« - Ttrminal ( »»appaga ) costs 

>* See F. and V. Lut«, The Theory of investment of the Firm, 
Princeton, N. J., Princeton University Preis, 195t; Massé, op. 
cit.; McKean, op. cit. 
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la.ne i 

TABUIATR» PROJECT im Hh TORY AN» DISCOUNTING TO PRKSENT VALUF.S 

(1) (2) m (41 (S) 
(Ì) -<4) 

Ntt revenues 

if») Pi 
i 5) x (f,) 

Present values 

(Hi (9) 
(S> x (H, 

Revenues or Costs or (net tosh) of net revenues Present values 
outputs (V) inputs (C) (V-C) Discount (net costs) Disown of net revenues 

Ima of 
year 

Analytical 
lime 

(tnlHott (million (million factors* at (million factors' at (net cosisi 
à>llars) ¿Alors) dollars) r    0.03 dollars) r   om (million (hilars) 

1965 to 0 0 0 1.0000 0 1.0000 0 

1966 t| 0 5.00 (5.00) 0.9709 (4.8545) 0.9259 (4.6295) 

1967 t2 0 5.00 (5.00) 0.9426 (4.7130) 0.8573 (4.2865) 

1968 tj 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.9151 0.9151 0.7938 0.7938 

1969 t4 3.«» 1.00 2.00 0.8885 1.7770 0.7350 1.4700 

1970 tj 5.00 1.01 4.00 0.8626 3.4504 0.6806 2.7424 

1971 te 5.00 !.<«> 4.00 0.8375 3.3500 0.6302 2.5208 

1972 tí 4.00 2.INI 2.00 0.8131 1.6262 0.5835 1.1670 

Calculated frt»tn íbrmula HF 

Interest raw, r 
Net revenue (to») 
Policy advice 

I 
"(iWty 

,--, ur taken (torn standard mathematical tables. 

Total present values for profeci Ufi 

0 0.03 
$ 3,0 million S 1.55 million 

Accept Accept 

0,08 
($(1.222 million) 

Reject 

Four pKssiblijonmtla.iv:" of investment problems 

For expository convenience, four broad formulât« .is 
of investment problems can be recognized. The first 
three have received much, possibly even undue, pro- 
minence in economic theory.14 To the writer, the fourth 
is of greater practical interest. 

The point input—point output case 

Here the resource sacrifice is concentrated at one point 
of time, with consumption occurring subsequently also 
in one period. One may think of seeding, followed late 
by harvesting. There are two variations to the p<<int 
input—point output theme. In one. the time interval 
between seed and harvest, i. e. the investment period, 
is fixed. In the other, the interval can be varied. Usual 
examples are trees that grow and wine that mellows in 
the barrel, with some discretion as to when consumption 
of wood or beverage is to take place. 

The continuous input—point output case 

One may think of raw materials that pass through 
various processes and eventually emerge as finished 
products that arc then consumed all at once. Input 
timing is usually assumed to be variable within limits. 

i« See especially Lut?, op. cit., ami Masse, op. cit., chapter 1. 

The point input-—continuous output case 

Investment is concentrated at a single point of time, 
whereas output is spaced over a more or less lengthy 
period. Machines that arc installed once and then render 
service for a long time are supposed to represent this 
case. 

The first and third formulations seem rather contrived 
and out of touch with reality. They assume that produc- 
tion is timeless and costless after the first input. This 
is hard to believe: crops have to be watered and tended 
until they are ripe; in the mellowing of wine there is 
the continuing cost of labour, premises and barrels; and 
machines have to be provided with motive power and 
must be housed and maintained. These two problem 
formulations do not have much practical significance, 
and even the second case is formulated rather restric- 
tively. In most investment decisions in the real world— 
those involving factories, machines, buildings, infra- 
structure projects, research and development pro- 
grammes—the analyst is confronted by continuous 
inputs generating continuous outputs. 

The continuous input—continuous output case 

It is perhaps not surprising that this empirically most 
important case has not received much attention in the 
literature, for it is conceptually difficult and mathe- 
matically unwieldy to handle. It possesses a number of 
elements—inputs and outputs of various types and 
magnitudes, their respective timing, the length of the 
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time span, innerem vaine scales—wnieii singly ami m 
combination create not just one but several investment 
planning issues. They may be thought of as variations 
on the main theme of continuous input--continuous 
output. 

These themes can be explained conveniently with the 
aid of figure 2. In this time graph, total outputs are 
shown by area (I ), subdivided into continuing gains, 
revenues or benefits (l\) and terminal, or salvage, ones 
(I 2). Total inputs are indicated by area (C), subdivided 
into initial, or capital, costs (Ci); costs that may conceiv- 
ably be postponed under circumstances ot stage con- 
struction or "phasing" (C,\); continuing costs ((\), and 
terminal, or scrappage. costs (C4). It i» imite unclear 
what is accomplished by the usual distinctions between 
capital costs (expenditures on physically durable object' 
such as machines and buildings) and operating ami 
maintenance costs (devoted to physically more ephem- 
eral objects such as wages and fuel). What matters 
in investment analysis is when resource sacrifices and 
output enjoyments occur in a project's life history and 
their magnitudes. 

It is easy to see that the analyst may be called upon to 
study many different input-output problem variations, 
created basically by the following: 

(a) Choices as to volume and timing of the input 
ami output streams, independently and relative 
to each other; 

(b) Technical-economic options affecting the in- 
ternal composition of the inputs (labour, mach- 
ines, mate« Lilsctc.) and outputs (product mixes;'5 

(c) Possibilities that outputs (social \crvices, con- 
sumer goods, national defence) ami inputs 
(money costs, social sacrifices) should be mea- 
sured on different scales of value. 

As a general rule, when confronted by continuous 
input-continuous output problems it is most expedient 
to treat each input-output stream configuration as a 
distinct project. Investment analysis then consists ot 
systematic comparisons of these discrete project proposals, 
using rational evaluation guides for selection purposes. 

Prominent   continuous   input-continuous   output   problem 
approaches 

(iiven input ami output streams of the type sketched 
in figure 2, different methods of evaluating them, using 
distinct criteria of success, are found in the literature. The 
more prominent variants are discussed briefly below. 

Pay-off,  capital-recovery period,  or capital turnover rate 
problems 

Here the question is how long does it take to recoup 
initial costs from revenues. The length of the capital- 

is A. K. Sen, Choke of Techniques: An Aspect of the Theory of 
Planned Economic Development, Oxford, Uasil Blatkw.-J, 1%2. 

IllOYCrV    1.111     ÎS    simiu'seil    U'    IH     .1    siu^l*,*»    HIWU.MOi  .    .1 

project that takes MX years would be t'lvtciTcd io one 
that takes ten. This test unreasonablv neglects the per- 
formance oí assets bevond the recoupment period, lor 
example, the six-year project may tall to pieces immed- 
iately afterwards, whereas the ten-vear one mav be 
serviceable tor .mother titty-year span .md may thcie- 
fore be preferred, further, initial costs are singled out, 
and continuing costs are ignored tor no good reason. In 
this way. the problem formulation is a tluowb.uk to the 
point input --continuous output case, which, as observed, 
is not a very nv'istic one. 

Capital-output ratio problems 

In this formulation the attempt is made to maximize 
outputs in relation to initial inputs. A project that 
promises to deliver the maximum oiilpit per unit of 
initial input would be preferred to all others, Oaa- 
sionally, this performance criterion is also tailed the 
product-capital ratio. 

In retrospect, it is difficult to account tor the popular- 
ity that this particu'ar analytical device enjoyed a tew 
years ago. After all. the definition ot "capital" is quite 
shaky ami why should the continuili;.', streams ot inputs 
be eliminated from the calculations after the initial 
resource-commitment dose? The only possible explana- 
tion is that it was presumed that capital resources were 
the only scarce factor. Hut such a prion reasoning is 
very dangerous in field work, for u prejudges vital 
issues the analysis is supposed to solve. Again, the 
formulation of the capital-output ratio problem, by 
ignoring cost streams, is a throwback to the point input 
—continuous output case. 

Capital-intensity problems 

Capital intensity can conveniently be nuasu.cd by the 
ratio of initial costs to continuing costs, the latter 
preferably discounted to present values (see below), for 
brevity one can refer to the "ratio ot initial costs to 
future costs", as stated by I tit/."1 The higher the ratio, 
the more capital-intensive the projet t. It is usually 
presumed that the output stream stays constant as costs 
are substituted and vice versa. It is then argued that 
developing countries, as they are short ot investment 
funds, should always select less capital-intensive profits 
than the more industrialized «outlines. 

It is not at all obvious what is ,i«-|ueved by this parti- 
cular formulation. If the assumption ot «iinstant output 
streams holds true, the problem is ilearly that ot «ost 
minimization. The question then is: V. hat mis. ot initial 
cos;, to continuing costs is most advantageous": ').. 
answer this question, an interest rati or soi tal i.tti- ot tum 
preference must be applied to the input streams. I <> take 
one extreme, at a zero rate ot interest, initial (osts louut 

I* Sec Lut/, up. 'it 
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just as much ,is Liter continuine costs. Zero interest m 
effect wipes out the time dimension as an economic 
factor. It unrcalistically favours immediate heavy con- 
sumption sacrifices for the sake of" possibly very late 
output benefits. I lowever. as the interest rate rises, less 
ami less analytical weight is Riveli under the usual 
discounting or compounding procedures to the later 
cost streams relative to the initial ones. It follows that 
less capital-intensive projects become more attractive as 
the interest rate goes tip, ami the more capital-intensive 
projects show their merits as the rate goes down, always 
assuming ceteris paribus. 

Viewed as one aspect of cost minimization, concern 
with capital intensity makes sense. Even so, the inherent 
assumption of output streams that stay constant with 
changes in the initial capital cost versus continuing cost 
proportions is rather restrictive. Further, it is inadmis- 
sable to associate automatically all projects in less 
developed countries by a priori reasoning with the 
desirability of low capital intensity and hence high 
interest rates. 

Stanino or construciion-pliasino problems 

The staging or construction phasing problems are very 
similar to the previous ones. The question is asked whe- 
ther it is advantageous to build a project all at once to 
full capacity, with an outlay of the entire initial cost, or 
whether a portion of the cost can be postponed until it 
becomes, say, the second construction phase (post- 
ponable cost). An example might be the construction of 
a highway with tour-lane capacity immediately or 
construction in instalments, with two lanes initially and 
the second set a few years later. 

If the output stream is supposed to be the same, 
regardless whether there is all-at-once or stage construc- 
tion, the problem is one of straight cost minimization. 
Again, the interest rate is strategic: a high rate favours 
stage construction, a low one. all-at-once work. Large 
setting-up expenses (bringing men and machines to the 
site), or construction economies of scale in general, mean 
that the c.Ht of the second construction phase will be- 
larger than the postponed portion of the initial cost. All- 
at-once work would then probably be advantageous. 
Innovation, expected improvements in technology and 
high uncertainty in general, on the other hand, would 
favour staging. These different factors should be care- 
fully weighed in project analysis. 

Postponement and advancement ot suitable input 
portions should always be tested on paper in order to 
arrive at the best timing pattern. Hut few field analysts 
are aware of phasing possibilities, and empirical know- 
ledge of the subject is quite inadequate. 

Various input mix and limino problems 

Owe again, as the output stream is assumed to remain 
the same when different configurations oi' inputs are 

being tested analytically, this is a cost-minimization 
problem. A special problem is the best composition and 
timing of the input components that together serve to 
produce output. Typical questions are: Is a hydroelectric 
or a thermal plant design more advantageous? Should a 
proposed bridge be built of masonry, laminated timber. 
steel or pre-stressed concrete? Should relatively more 
labour or more machinery be used on the job? Is rapid 
construction, involving more severe engineering and 
management problems, or a more leisurely pace more 
advantageous? Once the costs of various input com- 
ponents are known, as well as the technically best ways 
of combining them and the interest rate, these questions 
can be answered unequivocally. The solving of input 
mix and timing problems requires particularly close 
collaboration between engineers and economists. 

I 'arious output mix and limino problems 

Output mix and timing problems are analogous to the 
questions discussed in the preceding paragraph. It is 
assumed that the input stream configuration is given, 
but that different output types may be produced at 
various points in time. Briefly, this becomes an exercise 
in output maximization. Typical questions are: Should 
there be a great volume of lower-quality output, or 
higher-quality production in smaller amounts? What 
kinds of products should be produced at what times? 
Market research expertise, in addition to engineering and 
economic skills, is required to solve output mix and 
riming problems. 

Complex input-output mix, limino and multiple value scale 
problems 

These problems combine features of those discussed 
in the two preceding paragraphs, the restrictive assump- 
tion that input and output streams will not affect each 
other is discarded. For every configuration of costs there 
may be a different output stream and vice versa. Typical 
questions are: Is it worth while to sacrifice more inputs to 
gain more outputs? Will earlier yields of outputs pay 
for the additional inputs needed to hasten production? 
By what losses in outputs would possible savings in 
operating costs be accompanied? Often there will be 
several scales of value; for example, output may be 
measured in physical terms (number of schools con- 
structed, acre-feet of irrigation water provided, health 
service coverage achieved), but inputs in market values. 
This complicates analysis. Appropriate success criteria 
are cost minimization, output maximization, or in 
combination, maximization of net outputs if both series 
are commensurate. 

Treatment of the time dimension 

Various economic events such as input doses and 
accruals of outputs arc typically spaced irregularly over 
time. Mere inspection or aggregation of the input and 
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output streams yields no definite prescriptions tor sen- 
sible action. As Pierre Massé says: "The difficulty is 
that, physical appearances . .. notwithstanding, one 
franc available right now and one franc available ten 
years hence are two different economic goods, as different 
as an apple and a pear available at the same time. They 
can neither be compared nor directly added."17 Resource 
allocation decisions consequently become a form of 
"arbitrage in time", and investment, in the final analysis, 
"not an end in itself but rather a process for distributing 
consumption over time".18 

Somehow the basic common-sense notion must be 
accommodated that a franc received or sacrificed today 
should count more heavily than a one-franc transaction 
five or fifteen years from now. Mathematically this is 
generally accomplished by the application of the well- 
known discounting or compound interest formulae. 
Briefly, dated input and output streams arc reduced to 
simple (present or future) value terms, which are then 
compared. If both series arc commensurate, projects 
with outputs greater than inputs are accepted; those 
that do not meet this test arc rejected. Among acceptable 
projects, those that promise maximum net outputs are 
selected. When several scales of value exist—monetary 
plus other—more complicated procedures apply, as will 
be explained later. Trie technical literature should be 
consulted for further details. A few special points are of 
interest here. 

Equivalence of discounting and compounding 

The discounting method works backwards, as it were, 
from the future to the present. Results are therefore 
inputs and outputs in present terms. Compounding 
works in the opposite direction, with the date of project 
expiration being the chosen period in terms of which all 
inputs and outputs arc valued. Results are inputs and 
outputs in future terms. Both procedures lead to identical 
project choices and policy prescriptions. It is sometimes 
thought that discounting has unique merits of its own. 
This is an error. Given the same input and output data, 
discounting the present values accomplishes nothing 
that cannot be done just as well by compound-interest 
calculations to terminal values. 

Differential weighting of future events 

Both methods essentially assign declining analytical- 
statistical weights to future events. This weighting is a 
function of the interest rate and the total project time 
span. At a zero interest rate, inputs and outputs expected 
in the year 2015 count just as much as those of the 
present time. But, given an interest rate of 4 per cent. 

" Mause, op. cit., pp. H—9. 
i» J. Hirshlcifer, "On the Theory of Optimal Investment 

Decisions", Thv Journal of Political Economy, Vol. LXVI, No. 1 
(February 195«). 

the weight (or value) is reduced to 14 per cent five 
decades from now. And applying .i rate ot S per cent, 
the weight declines to a mere 2 per cent (see figure S). 

Iioun i 

ANALYTIC Al   WUCHT 4«   II It kt   INPt IS   AM»  Ol  ITI IS  Al 
v Amors POINTS oi TIMI AND I MM; UHI I «I M INUMISI HAH S 

The rapid shrinkage of importance of inputs and outputs 
during the first few years should be noted. As the time 
horizon expands to infinity, the analytical weights will 
gradually approach zero for any positive interest rate. 
Such are the powerful effects of compound-interest 
mathematics. 

In figure 3 it can also be observed that changes in the 
length of the time horizon and in the level of the interest 
rate are partial substitutes for each other, for example, 
raising the interest rate from 4 to H per cent has about 
the same effect on analytical weights as cutting the time 
horizon from 40 to 20 years, likewise, using 8 per cent 
instead of 1 per cent is equivalent to shrinking the time 
horizon from 40 to as little is 5 years. Putting it another 
way, inputs and outputs in the year 200*> assessed at 
1 per cent will exercise the identical influence on final 
analytical results as the same inputs ami outputs in I WO 
appraised at H per cent, assuming nfrri.v paribus. Practi- 
tioners, it seems, arc often not aware of these inter- 
relationships. 

Choice of interest ran 

The   interest   or  discount  rate   is   a   most   strategic 
project-selection device; the higher its level, the more 
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projects will be "rational out". How. then, should the 
leve! be selected? At first it was thought that any 
project ould, as it were, generate its own internal 
rate of return, the rate that exactly equ.-.tcs the dis- 
counted or compounded input and output series. 
The project-selection criterion would then be "maximize 
the internal rate of return". However, serious problems 
arose with this analytical artifact: (a) SOUK* series 
generate not one. but several internal rates of return ;19 

(h) for nuituilly interdependent projects of the type 
encountered 1:1 systems or networks (see below), the 
rule "maximize the project internal rate of return" 
simply breaks down; fc) any internal rate of return 
implies that funds can be reinvested elsewhere at 
exactly that rate, and this would be the cas; by coincid- 
ence only. 

Similar objections must be raised against maximiza- 
tion oí the benefit-cost ratio, a project-selection guide 
tifien advocated in the public-sector literature. The 
current view is that the input-output appraisal rate 
must somehow be determined outside the project 
framework. There are two schools of thought on 
how this can be done. One school views time pre- 
ferences as a competitive market phenomenon, with 
people trading present for future dollars at a certain 
rate. Thus, adherents of this school would use the 
market rate, or range of rates, for project planning. 
This approach is particularly applicable to shorter- 
range, purely commercial transaction, it seems, where 
money market phenomena do indeed furnish some 
guidance for the future. Other writers, and among 
them are highly regarded economists such as Eckstein, 
take a rather broader VKW of what they term "social 
rates of time preference". They suggest that the capital 
market is "rife with rationing, ignorance, differential 
tax treatments" and so on. and is therefore blatantly 
imperfect.30 Fundamentally they believe that investment 
changes consumption patterns over time. Consequently, 
the choice of interest rates for economic development 
work is essentially a matter of value judgements, 
leading to redistribution of income among different 
generations of people. 

For purely financial analyses, as in the example of 
the petrochemical plain the first view is correct. But 
for broad social and economic planning purposes, for 
instance, in area development. o:ic surely must sub- 
scribe to the second school of thought. It stands to 
reason that all the analytical devices that express time 
preferences —time horizons, salvage values and scrappage 
costs, high or low input and output estimates, and 
especially interest rates—should ultimately be tailored 

•* Sec the important articles by J. Lorie .uni L. J. Savage, 
"Three Problems in Kationiug Capital", Journal of Husmess, 
Vol. XXVIII (October W.Í.S). pp. 22V--ÌV); Hirdilcitcr, op. 
cit., especially pages .VW --351. 

-0 Eckstein, op. fit. 

to the results society wants to obtain. The interest 
rate then becomes a deliberate planning device: high 
rates will be used to encourage consumption and dis- 
courage investment, low rates to achieve the opposite 
effect.' 

Towards the infallible decision <yndc for project evaluation '' 

Starting fron the very simple idea of means-ends 
comparisons, which are really at the bottom of project 
evaluation, the discussion has become more and more 
complex as various real-world circumstances have been 
introduced. The question arises whether a universal. 
foolproof decision guide for project evaluation can be 
devised. The answer is that the nature of the problem, 
as visualized in the initial terms of reference and research 
design, directly determines the success and decision- 
making criteria. 

This proposition can be elucidated by studying 
table 2, proceeding from top to bottom: the analytical 
scope is widened from the single, completely inde- 
pendent project (surely a rare case in practice), through 
the project bundle (sectoral programme, system, net- 
work), to the all-embracing national or regional 
economy (simply the sum total of all projects and 
programmes). At what point on the vertical scale the 
analysis should be set depends entirely on the decision- 
maker's viewpoint and instructions. The individual 
entrepreneur would be concerned only with his petro- 
chemical plant project. The Ministry of Industry 
(Petrochemical Division) or the National Association 
of Chemical Producers would probably adopt a middle 
position and a strictly sectoral approach. National and 
regional development planners would employ com- 
prehensive analyses, in accordance with the outlook 
of the executives to whom they report. 

Similarly, table 2. proceeding from left to right, 
shows that the comprehensiveness of research and 
measurement operations increases. At one extreme, only 
market value (monetary) revenues and costs are taken 
into account. This would suit the requirements of the 
profit-maximizing entrepreneur, that famous figure in 
economic science fiction. His place would be in the 
top left-hand corner. Multiply him over and over 
again, and a society would emerge that would engage 
exclusively in monetary transactions and would be 
guided by maximization of market value Net National 
Product (NNP) or Net Regional Product (NRP) 
(bottom left). 

The right-hand column, by contrast, incorporates 
any number of broad social and economic values 
without excluding the monetary ones. In the case of 
single, completely independent projects (top right), 
possible success indices include simple goal achievement 
("malaria can be eradicated"), cost minimization or 
requirement approach-1 ("by choosing carefully among 

21 McKcan, op. cit., uses this term. 
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Scope of analyses 

Al'I'IH AIÏON OF DM MON CRI H MA 

PosMi fWlo«ot'< 

Project 

•1. /vi uncle proints 

Net revenue maximization 

Maximization of heneht-cmt 
ratio 

Simple i»o.il .it Im MIHI nt 

Cost mtmmi/.itioii, requirement 
jppro.it h 

Output or hcuclit maximization 
Maximization of mi NtHj.il .nut 
ft OllOtllit   Ivtlt't'ltN 

Project bundles, 
Sectoral programmes, 
Systems, networks 

It. l-i'f ptojrti himdlrs or >y<Jei»ii 

Net revenue maximization  tor Maximization ot net MHI,II and 
project bundle    Examine all ^economic   hem-tits  tor   profit 
project   combinat ions   Test bundle   examine all protei t 
interdcpetidcncies combinations    Test mterdepcn- 

dcruies 

Economy, 
national plan 

Í-*. Vor ihr economy as a whole 

Comprehensiveness of research 
and measurement operations 

Maximization of net money in- 
come growth   Test combi- 
nations md mterdependencics 

Comparisons of potential NNF's 
or NRPs 

Market value subsystem 

Maximization ot mt smiai ami 
economic benefits, stib|ttt to 
achievement of smiety's multi- 
dimensional goals 

t!omparisous of pott-11t1.1t 
"states", as described by vxial 
and economic planning .mounts 

Comprehensive set of smial and 
economic values 

several ways of doing it. malaria can be eradicated in 
the cheapest and most convenient way"), output 
maximization ("the most malaria eradication that can 
be achieved per dollar"), or combinations of these. The 
most ambitious planning, research and measurement 
approaches are to be found at the bottom right of the 
table. This is the analytical box into which the com- 
prehensive area development effort of the previous 
example properly belongs. Comparisons of various 
"states" of achievement that might be brought about 
by appropriate actions in the Aliveri area of Mesalia 
would be called for. The decision-makers must choose 
among these, on the basis of ethical and other standards. 
Presentations by the analysts of so-called social and 
economic planning accounts, including evidence on 
the effects of income distribution (or benefit incidence), 
would definitely facilitate their difficult task.2- 

M These are just some highly compressed and provisional 
thoughts on a subject that is still largely in flux. John S. Mat- 
Donald, of the United Nations and the Corporation Venezolana 
de Guyana, is the author of some stimulating unpublished 
papers. Available relevant sources include writings by: W. Isard, 

One may conclude that there tan be no single, 
infallible decision guide that stiitN .ill t in uimtaiH es ut 
development work. If all inptitN and outputs are entirely 
measurable on the common monetary naie, then 
maximization of net outputs (or net revenues. g.utiN. 
benefits etc.) can be the "counsel of peritenon", as 
McKean-? puts it; it incorporates cost mminu/.iiiou 
and output maximization 111 any cist, and it tan be 
stretched to apply to interdependent projet t bundles 

Methods of Regional Analytic An Introduction In Hrgumal Stirine, 
Cambridge, Mass., The M. I. I. Press, IW1O, espi nail s thapti-rs 4 
and 12; A. Wubmg and (¿. II. Baldwin, Mnuiiiug the llnnlii 
of an Agricultural Feeder Road: A Hypothetical l:\ample, Washing- 

ttm, IV C, Economic Development Institute, 1%.s; W. I:.. 
Cuihen, "A National Management Worksheet: An Aid in 
Strategie Planning", Canadian Operatimi' R¡ laiih and < ipiratun 
Research Society of .4mcriYii Joint Confernm, Mas .'"?, I'M A 
draft chapter in a book mannst ript ol the amimi (I I Kuhn. 
Investment I'lammio fot Sonai ¡nul lionmiu Ihirlopmnii, is 

devoted to the proposed sonai anil ctoiiomn piumini; atiounts. 
This seems a most promising approach to development problems, 

but perhaps other tei hinques (411 be devised 

*J MiKe.111, op (it 
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as well as to the entire economy. Dut as soon as other 
social goals and values intrude, as they surely will in 
most development work, broader criteria are called for. 

DEMONSTRATION CASES 

It will be helpful at this point to round out the preced- 
ing methodological exposition with som.- practical, if 
fictitious, examples of project evaluation. The petro- 
chemical plant proposal will illustrate the predominantly 
financial analysis of a single, independent project, using 
the simple success criterion of net money revenue 
maximization (at the top left in table 2). The area 
development scheme may be taken as the prototype 
of a comprehensive public development effort, evaluated 
according to broad policy criteria (at the bottom right 
in table 2). 

Petrochemical project—research phases 

Consultants   have   been   retained  by   the   Mesalia 
Industrial  Development   Bank   to test  the  technical 
and financial  feasibility of the Aliveri petrochemical 
plant proposals in accordance with the terms of re- 
ference mentioned previously. They may proceed with 
their research along the following lines: 

(a)   Input and output series. The best possible informa- 
tion on the costs and benefits series generated 
by   different    plant   configurations   must   be 
obtained. Input and output values, in the first 
instance measured in monetary terms only, arc 
recorded month by month and year by year 
exactly as they are expected to occur. Kealistic 
salvage values and scrappage costs must be put 
down. 

(h)   Technical design, engineering cost estimates.  This 
phase   will   largely   be   the  responsibility   of 
engineers.   It   embraces   res.arch   on   suitable 
production processes, equipment, plant layout, 
scale  of operations,  physical lives of project 
portions and  many other technical aspects. 2* 
The crucial end result, from the point of view 
of investment analysis, is to obtain precise and 
well-documented cost estimates for the various 
components of the plant, with dates attached to 
the input sequences. Physical quantities as well as 
unit prices must be shown, for example: "five 
stainless steel pressure tanks typ.* 437 at $14,<H10  - 
$70,010 total  cost".  In this way checks  and 
adjustments  for  price  changes  can easily  be 
carried  out.   A  breakdown between foreign- 
exchange and  domestic-currency costs is also 
required. Close collaboration between engineers 

2* For further details, as well a* illustrative cas«, see United 
Nation!, Manual on economic Development Projects 1958 (Sales 
No.: 58.11. CÍ.5) especially chapter III. "Project Engineering", 
pp. 55-99. 

and economists is ess-ntial for the preparation 
of sound cost estimates. 

(c) Market study.-* Here the talents of demand 
forecasters and market researchers are needed. 
The end purpose is to determine potential 
product sales over time, specified both in terms 
of prices fetched and quantities disposed of. If 
this has not already been accomplished, it is 
highly advisable to begin with a market study 
for the sector as a whole (lure chemicals or 
petrochemicals). Such a study broadly delineates 
present and future demand for the product 
group, factors favouring or retarding demand 
growth, international trade aspects, competi- 
tion with related products and so on. Inquiries 
can subsequently narrow down to the specific 
market shares that the proposed plant might 
capture. Distinctions should be made between 
potential demand for final consumer products 
(generally responsive to changes in price, in- 
come and sales efforts) and for industrial materials 
and other intermediate products (more closely 
related to over-all macroeconomic develop- 
ments). Product quality as well as changes in 
tastes and technology must be taken into account 
throughout. 

First research results 

Suppose that the  facts of this greatly simplified 
demonstration case are as follows: 

(a)  The engineers advise: 
(i) A promising typ. of petrochemical plant 

could be constructed during the years 1966 
and l%7 at a total initial cost of $10 mil- 
lion, covering design, supervision, con- 
struction and contingencies. Of this total, 
$5 million is payable on 31 December 
1966 (tt), and the other $5 million on 
31 December 1967 (t2). 

(ii) Physical life of the facility is five years 
after its completion, i. c. the project 
expires on 31 December 1972 (h). There 
are scrappage costs (dismantling, site 
clearance) of $1 million. 

(iii) Continuing costs (operation, maintenance, 
administration) are $1 million per annum, 
always payable on 31 IX'cembcr of each 
of the five production yean to make 
calculations simple. 

(iv)   All inputs are measurable in market value 
terms; there arc no non-market costs. 

(b)   The market researchers, in conjunction   with 
the engineers, advise: 

25 See ibid., chapter II, "Study of the Market", pp. 11—54. 
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(i) The plant will yield no outputs during 
1966 and 1%7 and will go into productive 
operation I January l%8. 

(ii) Expected product wies, assuming most 
suitable pricing, marketing strategy etc. 
are $2 million in 1968. S3 million in l%9. 
$5 million in 1970, $5 million in 1971 and 
$3 million in 1972. Revenues are always 
collected on 31 December of each year. 

(iii) A* a firm estimate, $1 million can be 
realized from project scrappage (sales or 
salvaged materials and equipment, disposal 
of site) on 31 December 1972. 

(iv)    All   outputs are   measurable  in  market 
values; there are no non-market gains. 

(e)   The financial experts advise that: 

(i) The plant entrepreneur could obtain loans 
on the open nionev market al S per cent 
interest per annum. 

(it) The Mesalia Industrial Development Hank 
might grant a more favourable loan at 
3 per cent interest per annum. After con- 
sultation with the two ilciision-inakcrs. 
it is decided that these rates should In- 
applied alternately tor purposes of project 
screening. There are no limits on the («.-»tal 
size of the loan.-6 

litutltuition 

The research results, which look a little complicated 
in words, should as a first step he recorded systematically 
in tabular form (see. for example, table 1) or in the to in 
of a time chart, such as figure 4. 

Figuri* 4 

TIME GHAW* BEWSSSNTATION of mojecr wcAMitr 

19« m? 196« 1969 Î970 1971 1972 

OUTPUTS 

$ S Million 

Tot«! 
$2 Million 

I    $5 »¡Ilion        $5 million 

INPUTS 

» This it an important condition. It eliminates the to-called 
"budget problem", which i» prominent in the public-sector 
literature. Briefly, it calls for possibly sub-optimal maximization 
of revenues in relation to rigidly rationed investment funds. 

In investment theory of the private firm, similarly the rat« »I 
return on the entrepreneur's own capital (assumed to be given) 
needs to be maximized. (See Lutz, op. tit., pp. lì 42.) Father 
way, rigid input constraints du not make much sense. 
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Figure 5 

RECORDING OF NET VALLES POR DISCOUNTING 

-5.0 •5.0 1.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 2.0 

OUTPUTS 

Continuing cottt "MM owt" fht rovonuo »orio» «né subtroctoo' from i 

$5 million S5 million 

IMPUTS 
(Note: This is only possible when both the inputs and the outputs can be measured entirely on the same market-value scale). 

Using initially r — 0.03, the output and input scries 
ire the« discounted27 in the following way: 

V 
2.0 3.0 

r-T.- 
5.0 

(I   t 0.03)*       {1   f 0.03)*      (1 + 0.03)5 

4- 
5.0 

+ - 
4.0 

C 

(I + 0.03)*   '    (1+0.03)7 

5.0 5.0 

16.249. 

1.0 

(1   i 0.03)»       (1  t 0.03)2 T (1 + 0.03)* 

1.0 1.0 1.0 
f (I   - 0.03)*       (l   - 0.03)*      (I  r 0.03)* 

2.0 
(1      0.03)7 

14.6%M. 

-7 The following literature should be consulted on the correct 
discounting formulae and procedures: E. L. Cirant and W. Cî. 
Ireson, Ptimipks of lingineeriug l:Avm>my (4th edition), The 
Ronald Press Co., I9ti(>; Lutr, op. cit.: Massé, op. cit.; or Kuhn, 
Public Enterprise liiwwmio Mid Trompen Problems: Berkeley iittd 
Los Angeles, University of Calift>rnia I'ress, l%2. 

For computational convenience (as shown in table 1) 
the appropriate discount factors can be taken directly 
from standard mathematical tables. 

The net gains (V—C) from this project, if assessed 
at an interest rate of 3 per cent, are thus $1.552 million. 
Under these circumstances, policy advice is to accept 
the project. This means that if the petrochemical plant 
entrepreneur borrows money at 3 per cent per annum 
from the Mesalia Industrial Development Bank, invests 
it and generally runs the plant as recommended by the 
consultants, he can wind up the project at the end of 
1972, cover all his costs, repay all his debts, and still 
realize net revenues of over $1.5 million in terms of the 
present time, that is, 31 December 1965. It should be 
emphasized that interest payments and amortization are 
taken care of automatically by the discounting cal- 
culations described here. If, on the other hand, the 
input and output series are assessed at an interest rate 
of 8 per cent, then a net loss of $0.222 million is incurred. 
Under these circumstances the project should be re- 
jected, since it does not meet the fundamental principle 
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ligure ft 

COMPOUND DISCOINT (WFSENT VAITI) AN» COMPOINU INTIMST (TIKMINAI VAIIO IMHI VI IONS 

AI lumpti on : 

r- 0.03 m\ 

PRESENT VALUES 

*c    Standpoint 

YEARS Ti «M NAL \ Alìifs 

1.          Slan.'p.i 11' fi '} '.. '4 t. ': -. 

OUTPUTS 

INPUTS 

NET OUTPUTS 
(NET INPUTS) 

16.248 

14.697 

0 

5.00 

0 

5.00 

2.00 

1.00 

3.00 

1.00 

5.00 

1.00 

5.00 

1.00 

4.00 

2.00 

to.os-i 

18.0/6 

1.551 (5.0m (5.00) 1.00 2.00 4.00 4.00 2.00 I.''08 

Standpoint: 

Compound intertit: 

1.551 !l«0,03)7 

Protoni valut ol net output»: 

SUSSI million 

Î «mmal value of net outputs: 

$ 1.908 million 

Compound discount: 

..„1.SM   ,, 
(W0.0317 

(Assumptions: (a) Outputs and inputs occur at end of years indicated; (hi interest rite, r    (Mi.»>. 

Sttindpom? 

that outputs must at least be equal to inputs. In case of 
choices among several alternative project proposals, 
design and scale variations, the proposal that maximizes 
net revenues at the given interest rate should be selected 
by the decision-makers. As pointed out before, when 
more project options an; evaluated in this fashion, 
executive judgement becomes sharper, and the final 
decision approaches true optimality. 

MetkoJolonkal observations 

Possible analytical simplifications, as well as further 
embellishments, can now be introduced. 

Simplification 

When both the output and input streams arc measur- 
able on the same monetary scale (as in this case), un- 
necessary calculations can be eliminated by simply 
discounting the net values of the two serie:!, for instance 
by 3 per cent: 

V-C = — 
5.00 

4.00 

W 

5.00 

"Ï.032 

4.00 

T036 

1.00        2.00 

1.03»  ~ Ì.034 

2.00 

TIB? $1.55 million 

This is equivalent to the cost series being "folded ovvi" 
the revenue scries and processing the remainders only 
(see figure 5). In economic writings, -'s the net series jre 
often recorded consecutively as negative (cost) or 
positive (revenue) values. Starting with year /,,, the 
results here would thus he written simply as: <>, '».Hi 
— 5.00, 1.00, 2.00. 4.00. 2.00. 

Compound interest and discount caliulatiolis 

It has been argued before that present and future val- 
ues are mirror images of each other, as it were, and 
that there is no special magic to one calculation method 
or the other. Both indicate whether a projet t with 
given sets of inputs and outputs is economically viable 
when a particular interest rate is applied. I igure ft 
demonstrates how net present and future values from the 
petrochemical plant can he converted into c-ac h other and 
can be switched around in time by means of the usual 
formulae. If desired, any year between the present .nul 
the remote future, for instance, the midpoint or perhaps 
year f0, can also be chosen as an analytical viewpoint. 
Consequently, the terms interest rate and discount .AU 

« Sec, fur example, UtrshkilVr, <.p   ut. 
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arc logically one .nul the same ami can be used inter- 
changeably.-1' Birth, in effect, attach identical analytical 
weights to economic events occurring at future dates. 

It is at times difficult to decide what the physical life 
of a project should he. Buildings and machinery could 
theoretically be maintained and rebuilt <«/ infinitum, and 
the right-of-way of a road never wears out physically. 
In these cases it is possible to postulate infinite project 
lives and calculate the present values of never-ending 
input and output streams. However, it is surprising 
how little difference the lengthening of life-spans from 
50 to 100 years or to infinity makes when interest rates 
of. say, more than 4 per cent prevail. This can be con- 
finned by checking the relevant discount factors in a 
book of mathematical tables. 

As with all predictions, no one series ot project 
inputs and outputs will be absolutely correct. The basic 
condition of uncertainty is ever present. The analyst 
can render an important service by assigning prob- 
ability weights to the input and output values. The 
decision-maker wishes to know the right joint risk 
attached to both series taken together: hence the prob- 
ability distribution of costs ami revenues combined (i. c. 
of the present value of future net revenues) needs to 
lu- worked out. 

Much has been written on the subject of shadow- 
pricing the systematic purification of input and output 
values in order to turn them into genuine economic 
cjiiautitics. I or example, in many less developed coun- 
tries foreign exchange is severely rationed, and the 
rates are pegged at an artificially low level. If such 
undulv low rates were used in project analysis, then 
investment proposals with relatively small foreign- 
exchange input requirements and/or high foreign- 
exchange earnings potentials would be penalized— 
surely an undesirable result. Introduction ot a realistic- 
rate (i. e. t'ic one that would prevail without exchange 
restrictions) would lead to much better project-selection 
results. Various inputs, especially labour, are often under- 
valued or overvalued and corresponding adjustments 
should be applied. It stands to reason that tax and 
subsidy distortions must also be removed. 

i'.omlmiou 

Purely financial analyses of commercial and industrial 
ventures, such as the fictitious petrochemical plant, 
are really epute straightforward. With the exception of 
shadow-pricing, the relevant economic methodology is 
well established and non-controversial.   Provided the 

-» This brings up a slight disagreement with Massé, who 
writes: "We shall usi' (he expression 'discount rate' instead v\ 
"interest rate' whenever we shall be coincnied with economic 
calculation rather than about tiiuniial transactions. A borrower 
and a lender agree on ,m interest rate, while a decision-maker 
uses a discount rate." (Maise, op. cit.. p. I4.Ì Massé's distinction 
is elusive. 

time preference or interest rate is given, discounting 
techniques can easily be mastered and used in the field. 
A number of worth-while additional features can be 
grafted onto the basic method. If both the input and 
output series are entirely measurable on the same mone- 
tary scale, maximization of the present value of net 
revenues is the correct success criterion. It yields un- 
equivocal solutions to the following problems: (¡i) ac- 
ceptance or rejection of single projects; (b) selection of 
the best project from several proposals; and (c) selection 
of the best project bundle from combinations of mu- 
tually interdependent proposals. However, as soon as 
multiple objectives ami incommensurate scales of value 
are admitted—conditions to be expected \n development 
fichi work—many complications aris.-. Some ot these 
will now be discussed briefly with »he aid of the area 
development example. 

Aliveri area development screme 

The study terms of reference clearly showed that 
the national Government is determined, for good 
reasons, to press forward vigorously with social and 
economic development in the backward Aliveri area. 
This sort of broad problem setting—one that is en- 
countered over and over again in many parts of the 
world -unfortunately strains contemporary know-how 
to the utmost. No formal economic and social develop- 
ment theory exists to guide the field worker, and 
although much practical experience has been gained 
here and there during the last ten or twenty years, it 
has not yet been distilled and adequately organized for 
general application. 

Thorough treatment of the subject is quite impossible 
within the scope of the present article. However, for 
purposes of discussion, 'he roles of the Aliveri develop- 
ment planners may be imagined and the main phases 
of their work sketched. It may be assumed that only 
agriculture, industry and infrastructure are of interest. 

Defining the problem and clarifying the objectives 

A thorough analysis of the existing situation in the 
Aliveri area is a useful first step. Chief problem com- 
ponents may be: 

(a) Agriculture in this predominantly rural area 
suffers from low productivity, lack of markets 
and poor transportation. 

(b) There are as yet no industrial or other employ- 
ment opportunities that would absorb surplus 
agricultural labour. 

(c) The quality of infrastructure and social services 
is well below the national level. 

Ample statistical and other factual evidence to support 
these points can be amassed. 

The desired direction, impact and speed of the govern- 
mental development effort can fortunately be easily 
deduced from the study terms of reference. 



Iiireiitory o)!' potential instruments Jor action 

It is worth while to understand the institutional 
setting and to explore ill possibilities tor action, how ever 
unconventional. Examples are: 

(u) In agriculture, public investment in irrigation; 
land reform; encouragement of new tanning 
methods through education (extension pro- 
gramme), by example (pilot plant) or through 
direct financial encouragements (easy loans, 
cash subsidies); 

(b) Establishment of a petrochemical plant n the 
area, by means that have been previously dis- 
cussed ; 

(c) Direct government investment and encourage- 
ment of private initiative through diverse 
devices in the fields of transport, electric power, 
telecommunications, housing, education and so 
on. 

Individual project study phase 

The merits of each of these potential sets ot actions 
should initially be investigated separately. What are the 
benefits and costs of irrigation in the Aliveri valley? 
What are the prospects for land reform? Is there a 
pay-ofT from further mechanization on the farm, from 
crop rotation, from use of fertilizers? In transport, are 
new penetration roads required or technical improve- 
ments of the existing network? Is rapid electrification 
desirable? If yes. should hydroelectric power sources be 
exploited or should a thermal plant be built? 

Theoretically any one of these questions needs to be 
answered by a full-Hedged project report. In practice. 
some of the proposals will be so obviously sound that 
they need little deliberation, lor others, earlier studies 
will suffice. Often reports have been piled upon reprts 
over the years, but with little action to show for them. 
Integrateli area development planning can be an ex- 
cellent medium for unearthing some ot these buried 
treasures of knowledge and putting them to work. 

Testing of intrtdepeiukntks 

The testing of interdependencies is a most challenging 
study phase, one for which there is little theoretical 
guidance. In the example taken, the following com- 
petitive  and complementary  relationships  might be 
explored : 

(a)    Agriculture will compete with industry for use 
of land, labour and other scarce resources; on 
the other hand,  the  proposed  petrochemical 
plant would supply farmers with  cheap ferti- 
lizers ; 

(h)    The industrial plant depends heavily on good 
infrastructure services (labour, highway transport, 
telecommunications,   housing   for   employees, 
education  and   recreational   facilities).   At  the 

same   tune  it   will,   up   to   .1   point,   pre-empt 
hinds  that  might  have  been  devoted to agri- 
culture ami social services; 

(c)     The whole public sector both gains and loses 
from aiiruultur.il an 1 industrial schemes, tiie.iter 
prosperav in the Aliveri area will boost govern- 
ment   revenues,   cut   down   on   unprodiutivc 
unemplovment  benefit  payments and the like 
and therefore expand the scope tor worth-while 
infrastructure improvements. At the same time, 
as many a local government has found to its 
chagrin, getting a big industry established may 
have  its drawbacks:  industrial wastes have to 
be disposed of. air pollution results; the local 
water supply and transport systems may prove 
inadequate. It is important to explore whether 
the community as a whole gains or loses. There 
will  be strong  interactions  within  the publie 
sector:  irrigation  might  be combined wiih a 
hydroelectric power scheme; highway improve- 
ments would inhibit railway transport. 

The analytical goal is u-.    ime up with a combination 
of projects that will  maximize  social and economic 
advancement for the Aliveri area as a whole. 

Scijtmues, time schedules 

For physical reasons many of the Scheines will have 
to be tackled in sequence, for instami', land reform 
first, construction of penetration roads next, followed 
bv rural electrification, farm mechanization and intro- 
duction of new crops. Limitations of fiuam e. maiipow er. 
contractors and materials will also prohibit crash pro- 
grammes. Consequently, sensible priorities and progress 
schedules must be worked out. Critical-path methods 
and similar techniques will prove helpful, as will 
formal investment analysis of the type described earlier. 

livaluation, choices 

Gradually, alternative sets of proposals will emerge 
that will differ somewhat in their ultimate effects. 'Lin- 
one may speed industrialization and absorption of the 
unemployed, but agriculture and the sonai services 
may get short shrift. Another may i reate a modtl 
infrastructure in Aliveri. complete with paved roads, 
good water supplies, excellent housing and modern 
schools, but the growth of private disposable incomes 
may be disappointing. Depending on the importarne 
attached by the community to these different types 
of achievement, a vigorous search must be undertaken 
for the optimal compromise programme. Marginal 
trade-offs should be brought to the attention of the 
decision-makers; for example, the interi sting fad that 
an additional SI million would buy any of tinse: schools 
for UXNi children; ?><» kilonxtr« , of mam highway or 
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250 kilometres of penetration road; or 10 per cent 
expansion m the capacity of the petrochemical plant 
anil hence additional employment for 30 people. 

I'itittl rtwmtiicmititions 

All this .tn.ilytii.il work will culminate in precisely 
worded, wcll-dnuimentcd alternative sets or proposals 
for action, complete with suggestions as to when the 
various steps should be taken. The one set of policies 
which in the opinion of the analysts best accomplishes 
the stated objectives of the dei ision-makcrs should be 
singled out. The other proposals should, however, also 
he- presented, since they are the only benchmarks 
against which the soundness of the recommendations 
can be measured. If such or similar procedures arc 
followed by the analysts, there is every chance that 
sensible executive decisions can be mule, leading to 
speedy progress in development. 

(Amtliisions 

Two extreme development planning problems have 
been presented : a self-contained, profit-making industrial 
project unti a comprehensive social and economic 
improvement scheme for an entire area. Both require 
efficiency of resource allocation, and both analyses 
rely on elaborate m ans-end comparisons. There are, 
however, great differences in the decision-makers' 
objectives, study terms of reference and in the whole 
array of analytical techmi|ues employed. 

After years of struggling with problems ot  infra- 
structure and comprehensive planning,  the author is 
of" the firm opinion that industrial project evaluation 
is a much easier task: the framework is tighter; inputs 
and outputs are commensurate; the analytical procedures 
are well-established; and the criteria of success are un- 
ambiguous. If one had the choice between evaluation 
of a highway and a petrochemical plant, one would 
choose the latter any tun.'.  There are.  nevertheless, 
compensations m infrastructure work, hxperts are very 
scarce in this field, and yet huge resources are pumped 
into it regularly. In most developing countries, transport 
alone regularly absorbs between one  third and two 
thirds of all public investment funds. There is also the 
somewhat doubtful consolation of working in a rather 
"safe" field. As llirschnuii points out.w it is difficult 
to prove that transport and other infrastructure ventures 
are failures. Success or lack of success of an industrial 
plant, on the other hand, is for everyone to see. Follow-up 
checks on project performance will be discussed later. 

I'ROtll 1   IM \NNINt;   ANO  IXHTITON:   STATI   Ol   THF.  AHI 

In l%4. at the Hrookmgs Institution, a team ot ex- 
perts, including the author, tried to determine the state 

*»' A. O. Ilitvlinun,  '¡'lu- Stt.ttfçy of litonviiii Development. 
New Haven, Yale I.'inversus  Pre«, PJ5S. t>. 84. 

of the art of contemporary international project analysis.-" 
The team examined HI field reports relating to develop- 
ment problems of approximately 40 countries. Most ot 
the reports were confidential documents prepared by 
consultants. |ust to obtain them was a major teat, since 
there is no library or documentation centre anywhere 
in the world that stocks such material. Ot these SI 
studies, 33 were general economic development and 
transport planning surveys; 42 were transport project 
evaluations covering highways, ports, railways and 
airports; and the remaining six dealt with power and 
telecommunication schemes. 

The team reviewed 20 of the HI  studies in great 
detail, emphasizing methodology, in accordance with 
a survey format that was specially developed tor the 
purpose.   These   selected   studies  compriseli   roughly 
5.000 pages of print, including m my tables, engineering 
drawings etc. They cost about $4 or $5 million in 
professional fees to prepare, not reckoning staft and 
executive time of the clients for thes- efforts, main'y 
international development agencies, as well as counter- 
part   contributions   of the   developing   countries   in 
question. Altogether ovei $2 billion worth of invest- 
ments  was proposed  in  the reports,  including such 
projects as a $475 million power scheme for Africa 
and a $135 million highway network for a Latin Ameri- 
can country. The remaining 61 studies, although read 
entirely, were analysed in less detail, since they cor- 
roborated  the conclusions  drawn  from  the  selected 
group of reports. 

Since that time the author has seen other reports 
of this type and. indeed, has made use of them. He has 
also had opportunities to speak to development officials 
and planners in the field and to look at USAID, dreck 
and other international data on project planning and 
execution speeds, including so-called disbursement 
patterns. 

To conclude the present article, the author would 
like to convey briefly his impressions on the current 
si..tus of project planning and execution gained in 
various ways. 

Time Up in the investment proem 

There is general interest in slippages, or time lags, 
in project planning and execution. Tinbcrgen urges 
analysts to take account of them," and OECD, among 
other international agencies, has commented on the 
undesirable "growing lag between fund commitments 

•'i The results of this research are described in inure detail 
in a forthcoming Brookings Institution publication (Cieli G. 
Harral and Tillo E. Kuhn, />.iii.</»i<rr l'himino in Developing 
Contîntes, Washington. I). C. The Brookings Institution). 

>: |. Tinbergen. The Dettoti of Development, published for 
the Economic Development Institute. IBRH, by the John 
Hopkins Press, Baltimore. 195K, p. li. 



.»tul disbursements".-^ Ap.ir; from a recent internal 
report of A development agence on its expenenees with 
disbursement delays, 'ittle tactual information has been 

published on the subjc.t. 
The investment process ts a highly complex pheno- 

menon. It is important to understand the chain ot 
events that typically takes place from the first notion 
that an investment opportunity exists until the project 
is completed and goes into production. I:igure 7 sketches 

to the first moiicv dtslnuv meni (,P and ph\^..il 
construction work At pomi P the pio^t iMompl,, ,1 
ami then produce» until it espite» at iliV citlui tin.MI.-.It 
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the principal stages of this process. The chain starts with 
the first substantial project idea (A), usually an official 
request to a development agency. Various consultations 
follow. If the proposals prima facie look promising, a 
decision to launch an investment analysis will be taken. 
After framing the terms of reference for selecting 
personnel and so on, the analysts will start their field 
work (B). After they have submitted their report (C), 
there will be further involved deliberation phases, cul- 
minating in a formal decision to go ahead with the 
project (D). For international schemes, this is signified 
by the signing of a loan agreement. For purely domestic 
projects, allocation of funds represents the same step. 
All sorts of time-consuming contracting, land acquisi- 
tion and engineering design phases follow-. leading up 

» Organisation for Fconomic Co-operation .»ml Develop- 
ment. DIPIhpnwnt Assistance l:.(1orls <in<i Politics: »%.< Hnuw, 
Paris, September 1%3, pp. 25-26. 

ntetrt organization, the author was aide to studi to- 
gether various pieces of evidence on tune taken tip in 
this complex process «f inventnu-ut. A great v.ineiy ol 
schemes was covered: a sugar mill .nipoti runway 

construction, aluminium plant expansion, several high- 
way projects, purchases of railway eqiiipnii-nt ami 
automotive parts, a pulp and paper mill, and inmy 
others. I he results arc siiuitu.iri/ed ni ligure 7. It is 
exceedingly difficult to toll« t lomplcte profit histories. 
and one is reluctant to draw inferen.cs fr.tin the available 

small dossier of cases, liiert are mon plentiful «tata on 
disbursement patterns, owing to a tin »tough study <•! 
2H'J tases by an international development .igeiuy (sei- 
nem |f| m figure 7). No solid evidente su in, to exist 
oil productive lifespans of various types ol |.|o|,ils. 

from physical tninplction (I) t.. teiuimaiion ((,). "Ihis 
is a vers suious gap in knowledge. All manner of 
assumptions on  projcit   life-pan   .«re   made  by field 



tabic  * 

I'OSMIIII   lACIORS INDI Iti YIN<; l'K(I|KI  IXKl IIOV sl'l.lïis 

Project type 

Number <it loans surveyed 

Average tlmv-yc.tr disbursement 
rali- (percentage <>t loa» value 
paid out after three yean) 

Possible explánate try fu tors 
for slow disbursement speed 

Dislmrsciiiïiit -/nifi 

.S7nic Medium 

Multipurpose 
Mining 
Development banks 
Ports 

Power 
Roads 

Irrigation 

Vast 

Equipment in general 
Industry 
Kaikvays 
Agricultural machinery 

t>   ¥)',, 

135 

about«»' 80   W 

i ai  Technical complexity ; lack of pre-engineering. 
(hi Many sub-projects; project iiitcrdependencies; sequencing requirements; pro- 

gramme loans ¡n general. 
U)  I Complicated ftnancing arrangements; several lenders. 
ii)  Shortages of local currency. 
fri Limited absorptive capacity in less developed country; administrative weaknesses; 

r d tape. 
i i)  New protects ; first loans granted to developing countries ; general lack ot experience. 

StMitwJ- : SMtl stink i4 «i MMiittittoiiil tkvelopment *g'- 

analvsts. ranging trot« perhaps five years tor a frail 
piece of equipment tip to the f»? years for a power plant. 
Sime assunu*d life-span can w itlv inrlueike the outcome 
ot project iiivi-stinent studies, the subject should tie- 
hnitek he investigated from the engineering and eco- 
nomic  points ot view. 

Dtshmstmmt pitíhnw 

I iirmnu to the study of 28" project cases, it must 
be emphasized that money disbursements ilo not 
necessarily closely follow tin- work schedule. In tact, 
there is often a trickle eflect at the enti, tor instance 
because sin »II amounts are held back pending final 
acceptance of the work although the project is really 
completed. Unfortunately, no data exist on actual 
physical project execution speeds. Payment experiences 

are all there is io go by. 
The study pros ides valuable insights on the (actors 

that may contribute to project speed or delay (see 
table 3). The completion ^f port*, irrigation and 
mining projects tends to be rather slow perhaps five 
years or mori' largely because these projects arc 
technically dillictilt. By contrast, certain types of 
projects involving industrial plant, machinery and 
agricultural equipment take less time, usually under 
tour vcars. I'owcr and ro.ul projects are m the muidle 
range. Again, general development and multipurpose 
schemes, which are composed ot various subprojects, 

naturally take much longer than single projects, which 
are often fully designed before a decision is made. New 
ventures are more difficult to execute than expansion 
or modernization of existing schemes. Interestingly, 
sizes of projects do not seem to influence execution 
speeds significantly. But there are differences between 

projects launched in developed and less developed 
areas, probably indicating relative absorptive capacities 
and administrative efficiencies of the countries con- 

cerned. There may be differences in time lags between 
internationally financed projects (the category discussed 
here) and purely domestic ones. Research on this point 

would be interesting. 

Comments and conclusions 

It is interesting to note the very long lead times—five 
to eight or more years from project idea to project 
completion—with which one has to reckon in the 
development field. It will take additional years until 
the project produces fully and its beneficial impact is 
felt by the economy at large. It is also interesting to 
speculate how long it might take a somewhat back- 
ward economic system to adjust to major development 
shocks such as electrification, big improvements in 
transportation, or introduction of a large new industry. 
And still further years will go by until investment 
costs are paid off. Everything points to very long time 
horizons in development work, probably thirty years 

or more. 
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Tilt' following conclusions on time lags may he drawn : 

(a) The investment planning process itselt rather 

than shortage of foreign exchange, or ot capital 

in general, or (if skilled personnel—may often he 

the serions bottleneck in economic development. 

(b) Technology, planning and decision-making 

impose a rather stately, slow pace; perhaps the 

investment process, like nature, cannot he 

rushed. 

(c) The frequent failure of grandiose development 

plans to live up to expectations may partly be 

due to the extremely long gestation periods bet- 

ween idea. plan, decision, action and harvesting 

of results. This is a most significant a pect, and 

it should definitely he studied further. 

(d) The design phase of infrastructure construction 

projects is usually so long that they are unsuitable 

for short-term, anti-cyclical pump-priming 

purposes unless they can he prepared in advance 

and put on a public works shell. 

(e) The time dimension is analytically most impor- 

tant. Lags are inevitable, and the economic 

planner clearly has to recognize them. Instanta- 

neous economic recipes, all those methodolo- 

gical constructions that ilo not incorporate the 

time dimension, simply cannot be used for 

practical development tasks. Unfortunately, a 

good proportion of* the economics literature 

seems to consume time. 

Study lengths and <wr.< 

It appears that project evaluation itself generally docs 

not consume excessive amounts of time in relation to the 

entire process of planning and executing projects. 

Understandably, there are great variations in study 

length—the observed range among a sample of 23 studies 

is from 2 to 23 months —largely because the technical- 

economic scope of the field research efforts differs 

greatly. Detailed locational studies, soil borings and 

design work, for example, are quite time-consuming. 

Reconnaissance reports, which emphasize economic 

appraisal, can be completed much faster. It is possible 

that in some fields research is unnecessarily rushed 

relative to the deliberation and decision-making stages. 

A study period of five or six months for appraising a 

$50 or SIOH million investment would appear to be too 

short. 

Study costs are obviously related to the size of the 

object, the complexity of the problem and above all to 

the engineering inputs that go into the research work. 

Purely economic studies tend to be cheap. From a rather 

small sample, the author observed the following varia- 

tions in study costs as a percentage of proposed Urtai 

investments: 

fa) River basin economic survey in Africa—- 

0.03 per cent; 

(b)    hlectric power studv in Africa    O.o* per cent; 

(t)    I'ort development in Asia    ?..2" per vent ; 

(dì    Detailed  technical report  on  specilu   road and 

bridge pro|cct in 1 .ititi Anuiua     .'vrsJ per tent 

From   limited   observations  one   inav   regard   »>.->   lo 

2.0 per cent a» a typical range. 

It should often be possible first to i.urs »nil a quick 

anil reasonable economic rcconiiaiss.uKc studs, with 

permissible cost-benefit estimate tolérâmes ut up to 

"»Opercent. F.veii on the basis if Michroii'.'Ji lirst evidente, 

it would often be possible to rule out ohviouslv unsound 

projects without getting drawn into cumbersome and 

expensive engineering work. Onlv if tin- economic 

reconnaissance results give grounds tot optimism about 

the project should one protced tu further field study 

commitments. I his pirticulai technique toi saving 

research and planning resources was successfully used In 

USAID. with the advice ot the Brookings Institution. 

in the eoe of an last African highway proposal. Al \eiv 

low cost it was possible to rejei t the prosit outright. 

.Shtluhhh ioil i.rjk-tit c«n e/ diirbpiiuiil «fi/i/ii^ 

After reading through the various held studies, otit- 

is forced to conclude that many of them suffer tiom 

serious mctluHlologlc.il detects. Sometimes the defeats 

are unite obvious: use of disreputable analytical tech- 

niques, fantastic benefit estimates, torninoli arithmetic 

errors. In other cases the observer has to be extremely 

alert to discover significant mistakes that are hidden 

under a welter of assumptions and techuu.il verbiage. It 

would be too space-consuming to offer dt talk d critiques 

in this article, but a few commonly found shortcomings 

should IH- menti«med: 
(,ì)     Many studies fall to integrale the spci itlc  protei t 

proposal with the genera! physu al and ceoiioinii 

discussion.   In  a  highwa',   reputi,   ft ir example, 

numerous   p.R'.cs   were   dc\ntcd    t<>   geology, 

climate.  (iNI'  trends,  land  values  .uni  similar 

subjects.   None of this information   was speci- 

fically   related  to tile proposed   pio|e»t.   At tilt 

same time, important investments < niilciiiplatct! 

in the project area ware not coverei!. 

(h)    Quite    obvious    project    interdependent íes   art 

often neglected.  One study almost  compii t<-|\ 

ignoriti the effects of a proposed new road mi 

existing water, rail ami air connexions tor the 

same route. 
fc)     With f  w exceptions, field studies treat the tint« 

dimension   inadequately.   'Ihe   typical   uport, 

apart fruii  cursory references to  interest  rate 

,i>¡>cits. ignores tune. By cianumi' bun fit flows 

right from the start, many reports imply that 

project implementation—from financing and the 

turning of the first shovel of dirt to full operation 

call    be   achieved   instantaneously.     I Ills   bias 

results heavily in favoni of the partit ular pro)eit. 
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Drastic efforts, perhaps through person nel 
trainiti'; or issuance of ni.imiaK. will he necessary 
to achieve competent treatment of the time 
dimension. 

(d) There is much contusion about decision criteria. 
Most popular among consultants is the hcnctit- 
lost ratio, a device of doubtful validity. Perhaps 
the time has come to settle once and for all the 
old controversies between maximization of rates 
of return (I'/C. internal rate of return) and net 
benefit maximization (T-Q. a superior guide in 
the author's opinio:), (¡oing beyond the purely 
monetary realm, judgements of income distri- 
bution shifts as well as of other non-market value 
effects of particular actions must somehow be 
reconcile I an I integrated with the traditional 
financial and economic criteria. This is a difficult 
subject, but also one on which field personnel 
need guillame. 

Reliability <>/ study results, biases 

There are i few organized, scientific attempts to 
compare anticipateli project performance, as claimed 
ex ante by the consultants, with actual ex post perfor- 
mance. Four aspects may be considered: (a) cost esti- 
mates; (b) benefit or revenue estimates; (c) conclusions 
drawn by the analysts from these two series and other 
evidence; and (d) the alleged effectiveness of means 
implied b) the final recommendations for action. 

It should be fairly easy to compare estimated versus 
actual project costs. It is common knowledge that 
engineering consultants almost always underestimate the 
construction costs of a project. Strangely, very little 
documented evidence on this point exists. In the Brook- 
ings research mentioned previously, the author came 
across the following discrepancies: (<i) highway con- 
struction actual cost $27.4 million, cstimttc $16.0 
million; (b) highway construction -actual cost, $47.0 
million, estimate. $19.5 million; (c) airport improve- 
ment—actual cost, $2.7 million, estimate $1.5 million; 
(d) highway construction actual cost. $8.0 million, 
estimate. $5.3 million. And in Greece the following 
extreme cost over-runs were observed: 

^ii)    Construction of Hotel Minuit Pamis, Attilia-- 
original cost estimate  about $9  million,  final 
costs said to be ahmt $30 million; 

(b)    Irrigation scheme at  lliki.  Plain of Thebes - 
anticipated costs $4  million, actual costs about 
$7 million ; 

(()    Nitrogen fertilizer plant at Ptolcmais. northern 
Greece   original cost estimate $39 million, final 
costs $80 million.'4 

Some of the figures cited here have been disputed  but 
there is little doubt that initial project appraisals and cost 
estimations were weak. 

•<* Nfi'i/iii.«-. Athens (M.n  3«. I'fc.V.. p.«. .Vi   .*,.*.. 

At the same time, it should be pointed out that in 
Greece, as probably everywhere else, for every trouble- 
some project there are several satisfactory ones that do not 
attract so much attention. To mention but one good 
example in passing, the planning and execution of the 
new smelter of Aluminium of Greece at Saint Nicholas. 
Gulf of Corinth, a so-called turn-key scheme carried out 
bv a French company, were most impressive. The costs 
of this project, which with a total investment of $120 
million (including all infrastructtiie works) represents 
the biggest single development effort in the country, are 
quite close to original cost estimates. Execution speed has 
been   remarkable:   studies   l.egan   in   1960;   contract 
negotiations, land acquisition and clearance, dock con- 
struction etc. followed; structural steel went up in the 
spring of 1964; and the entire plant went into operation 
in the winter of 1965. The location of the plant—a 
sensitive matter because of the proximity of Delphi and 
other precious historic and natural resources-—was well 
chosen,   and   provisions  for  housing,   schools,   social 
services and recreation are exemplary. There will be 
regular employment for about 800 workers. 93 per cent 
of whom will eventually be Greeks. A good proportion 
of these, through the company's fine training programme, 
will literally have been transformed from shepherds and 
other rural labourers into skilled mechanics. A good 
many lessons can be learned from the Saint Nicholas 
project. Perhaps a case study should be carried out to 
highlight the ingredients of success. Of interest is also 
Heeley's quantitative examination of cost revisions of 
Indian irrigation and other projects.,J He finds that the 
major cause of these revisions is inadequate geological 
and technical investigation of the projects in their initial 
phases. 

In some instances poor cost estimates ma)' be due to 
inflationary price increases occurring between project 
study and execution, but one could very easily allow 
for this by constant dollar adjustments. More insidious 
is the fact that project consultants often assume the role 
of deliberate project promoters, through the simple 
expedient of submitting artificially low cost and/or high 
benefit estimates. It should be possible to eliminate these 
practices through penalty clauses in consulting contracts. 
The author has no knowledge of the quality of money 
revenue estimates in commercial and industrial project 
studies. However, some infrastructure project reports 
come up with some quite ridiculous benefit claims. One 
study attributes benefits equivalent to several times the 
GNP of the entire country to just one highway invest- 
ment! It is often alleged that particular projects can 
deliver growth contributions of 400 per cent -implied 
by a benefit-cost ratio of 5 to I when the economy as 
a whole is expected to grow at only .3H or 40 per cent 

"J. M Ileal«.'«.. "Irr.ir% m l'ri»K«t Imi f.Miitutes", fh 
Itult.m /;ii'n,i«ii, l.mrti.t!, V>>! I-, Nu 1 .Ms-September !'*4), 
pp 44 -S2. 
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period.    I hese   ni' mli sllspct over  the  planning 

results. 
HricHv, three errors arc oniimnnl)  found n: benefit 

analysis: 
(a) ¡itm¡ii-tUtnhiilioii error.» the particular sector, tor 

example transport, rapaciously claims the growth 

in the production ot goods aiul services generated 

by the entire economy. 

(b) Doulilc-iowtiui: envr.» a number ot sectors nia\ 

indulge m double-courting oí growth effects. 

for example, highways claim the saine benefits 

that agriculture, hidustrv. power, health aiul 

education are already crediting to their pai titular 

investment schemes. 

(c) HiintU-Vtiluiitioti crri'r* studies may arbitrarily 

convert non-market ertivi s (leisure time, smooth- 

ness or" automobile rule etc.) into market values. 

At the same time, they may pass oh* important 

market or non-market costs (accidents, air 

pollution) as insignificant or immeasurable. The 

highway sector is notorious for such practices. 

Other sectors may be less adept at such practices 

and get less attention. 
Any of these erroneous analytical operations can 

introduce enormous distortions into investment analysis, 

leading inevitably to poor resource allocation decisions. 

Many of the troubles plaguing contemporary benefit- 

cost analysis can be traced to basic bookkeeping errors. 

These could be eliminateli by the use of so-called social 

and economic planning accounts that have been pro- 

posed by the author and others. Practical experimenta- 

tion with these analytical devices, in collaboration with 

good sectoral, regional and macroceonomic studies. 

would be most desirable. 

Generally, practically all studies err on the optimistic 

side. Vicious incentive links can partly be blamed. Many 

supposedly neutral, out&idv consultants have direct 

monetary interests in ha\ mg a project accepted. H (hey 

can show the scheme to Iv in 

feasible. a  lines   i-ni'iinvMih' 
i" 

.inJ « i onoiiiu .ills 

.in.' tornimi tioti 

contint ni.iv come their was. likewise. .«\ eminent 

departments have a natural lcudciu \ to push tin pio|ci (s 

in which thev arc partn ularlv mtctisud. Ih-hw.o 

departments in the l mud States .nul «Uwluie on, 

ot the I legist Spenders * st ptibh. motus these davs 

are well-know u tor the passion w uh w hu 1; ih. \ bulldoze 

aiul pave anvthmg in sight. And it has been sud ihn d mi 

huilditit' is the Mi-e.'; J 1 /i. tor the I lined St.ues Hunan 

ol   Reclamation   M\i\   lll.it   Us   /«al   to   disi o\ el   leasons 

against building a dam is loiispieiious hv H« absente. 

Observers siiimcst that the Hiueati is alwavs pione to 

exaggerate the potential benefits and dis«ouut the 

potential dangers ot aiiv dam project ainwhcie. 

Some iiistitutiiin.il relorms sei 111 lo be 11e.de.I. so that 

projet! advocates are not also pio|cit benetu lanes and 

adjudicators ol the projet t proposal. I urther. it is most 

desirable to provide the high-level dei ision nukcis u uh 

adei]uate means tor reviewing the sometimes lonipli- 

catcd project reports, either through well ti mied stall 01 

through expert, outside project evaluation "\iudiiois". h 

is a sad truth that few government departments and 

mteniation.il agencies have the time to read voluminous 

consulting studies, let alone discover shoddy methodo- 

logy and faked field data. It is an illusion that entrusting 

a problem to outside, independent tonstiltants auto- 

matically produces good results ipiahty control through 

expert advisers who are mentally one step ahead of lb. 

experts retained for the job is definitely net did. 

In conclusion, there is a gnat need for improvements 

in the theory and practice of project planning. 'I In- 

United Nations will undoubtedly continue to make 

contributions in this field. Development and in vestment 

problems of great significance for public welfare will 

have to IK- solved in the years to come It is important to 

put the best analytical tools 111 the hands of planners and 

project cvaluators as quickly as possible. 
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